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Why is the world like an incomplete jigsaw puzzle?
Because a PEACE is missing.
encouraging, to say the least. He made full
amends here with an all-action performance that
would have met with the approval of the Detroit
idol, Jackie Wilson.

A Knock-Out R&B
Revue
By John Broven
Billy Miller, of Norton Records, celebrated his Big
50 birthday in champion style by presenting a
time-warped rhythm‘n’blues revue on Saturday,
December 27 at the Southpaw Club, Brooklyn. It
is a functional venue with a small stage, an
excellent sound system and a well-stocked bar.
Just right, in fact, for an evening of rough and
raunchy R&B.

Wearing a dashing cream suit laced with flashing
Christmas lights (what else), Nate brought the
house down with ‘Village Of Love.’ The set often
teetered on the brink, but its lovable chaos was
completely in tune with those wonderful backroom Fortune recordings.

Emceed by the outrageous Rudy Ray Moore, the
show opened with Lonnie Youngblood’s band,
which stayed on for most of the back-up duties.
Tenor saxophonist Youngblood, known as the
Prince of Harlem, is a musical reincarnation of
King Curtis. It transpires he’s deputised for the
great man, has had three R&B hits, and also
directed Faye Adams’ band. Where has he been
all our lives? The guitarist Bill Sims is another
New York veteran. Amongst the sizzling
instrumentals, Lonnie sang just one song, a
fabulously anguished version of the Falcons’ ‘I
Found A Love’ backed by the young vocal group,
the Soul Shakers.

King Coleman came up from the sunshine state of
Florida. Immediately, he offloaded ‘(Do The)
Mashed Potatoes’ with a mighty assist from
Lonnie Youngblood’s combo. The crowd loved it
but, as with the hit record, he didn’t really have a
follow-up. Gino Washington was a no-show.

The Great Gaylord was noisily Nortonesque and
was greeted well by the enthusiastic, sell-out
crowd. A TFTW favourite, Barrence Whitfield, had
driven all the way down from Salem,
Massachusetts to see the show and was enrolled
to do one high-energy number.
What a difference a stage makes. At Blues
Estafette 1996, even with the El Dorados in
support, a coasting Andre Williams gave the
impression that he was more interested in the
many delights of the Utrecht night. At the
Southpaw, he threw the punches like the R&B pro
he is. The songs came on like his Fortune 45s on
an autochange record deck. Opening with his big
earner ‘Shake A Tail Feather’ (thank you, Blues
Brothers!), he launched into ‘Going Down To Tia
Juana’, ‘Bacon Fat’ which segued into ‘The

The Mighty Hannibal has seen better days and so
have his dentures. To his credit he was dressed
dapperly and maintained the fervour as a sort of
Soul Brother No.2. His tour-de-force, of course, is
the classic Viet Nam deep soul ballad ‘Hymn
No.5,’ which now includes a nod to ‘our boys in
Iraq.’
The reports on Nathaniel Mayer at New Orleans’
‘Ponderosa
Stomp’
last
spring
weren’t
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Greasy Chicken,’ and ‘Jail Bait.’ Once again
Lonnie Youngblood was the perfect foil, especially
on the low down solo on ‘Bacon Fat,’ while the
Soul Shakers vocal group harmonised well. A
legend was restored.

read it/heard of it. It is the only book I know that
goes into great detail about the trials and
tribulations suffered by guitarists in the ‘50s and
‘60s as they struggled to play on lousy guitars
(some home-made), puny amplification and
useless microphones and PAs.

Andre was as surprised as the rest of us when
Billy Miller announced the arrival of Betty Lavette.
With hugs and kisses from Mr Bacon Fat, Betty
muttered slyly, ‘He taught me everything I know.’
They duetted on ‘The Night Time Is The Right
Time’ before she did an athletic exhibition of the
Booty Green, ‘a dance I learned at high school.’
Then Andre stated he had to go, ‘I can feel the
Viagra coming on.’ The rather ramshackle finale
was a communal reprise of ‘Shake A Tail
Feather.’
Now it was time, or so I thought, to catch the 1.47
to Jamaica, Queens from Flatbush Avenue
station. On arrival at the deserted concourse it
was horribly apparent that the last train had gone.
Luckily, the subway was still running to Penn
Station, New York, a far more comfortable place
to wait for the first LIRR train of the day, the 6.14
to Port Jefferson. It was wearily reminiscent of
catching the milk train from Victoria after a John
Lee Hooker all-nighter at the Flamingo almost 40
(!) years ago.

Famous names like John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, George Harrison, Lonnie Donegan,
Bert Weedon, Joe Brown, Ritchie Blackmore, Eric
Clapton, Dave Gilmour, The Shadows, Denny
Laine, Albert Lee and many others litter the text,
along with those who even now are not as wellknown as they should be (e.g. Ernie Shear, who
played the legendary intro to “Move It”, Joe Moretti
who did the same for “Shakin’ All Over” and the
marvellously named Vic Flick who played the
James Bond Theme).

The young Billy Miller was not even a teenager
then. In his wildest rockin’ dreams he could never
have imagined a wild 50th birthday party like this.
With six chart-making stars paying homage to
him, his wife Miriam and their crusading record
label, it was a night where old-time R&B was the
victor. By a knockout.







Forgotten guitar makes from the past – Framus,
Futurama, Eko, Rosetti Lucky 7, Dallas Tuxedo –
are discussed and there are lots of amusing
stories from the early days.
Mitch Dalton
misunderstood the sleeve notes on a Shadows’
LP and was convinced that the secret of Hank
Marvin’s sound was that he played a lead (i.e. the
metal) guitar! The Shadows’ rhythm guitarist,
Bruce Welch, recalls that in the very early days of
touring there were practically no facilities for
electric instruments (when the Shadows played
the Met in Edgware Road there were no mains
sockets or plug boards so to use his amp he had
to run a 200 ft cable to a socket in the dressingroom!) However, the first Fender Stratocaster to
reach the UK was imported from the USA by Cliff
Richard for Hank Marvin in 1959.



BOOK REVIEW (1)
by Neil Foster
17 WATTS? The Birth of British Rock Guitar
by Mo Foster. Edited by Mark Cunningham.
Foreword by Hank B.Marvin
Published by Sanctuary Publishing Limited 1977.
2nd edition 2000
383 pages. Illustrated. Index £12.99
The title refers to the Watkins Dominator wedgeshaped four-input amplifier (aah! We had one!),
which the author’s group, The Tradewinds,
contemplated buying in the early ‘60s but
wondered whether they needed all that power.
(Twenty years later, on a US stadium tour with
Jeff Beck, the author’s bass rig alone put out
1,500 watts!)

An interesting, informative and very amusing read.
Lots of great photos, too.
THE END



This book has been around for a while, but as I
always say, that does not mean that everyone has
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Lou Reed

H G Wells
says,
“HOLD THE
THIRD
PAGE!”

Barbican, May 28th
Reviewed by Keith Woods in TFTW issue 31.

The Editor’s Top
Dozen Gigs Of 2003
Since my comeback to regular gig attendance
(from about 1989) I have averaged around 30 or
so gigs a year over the past 14 years. Below is a
list (half now, half later) of those which have
scored the highest on the Woody passionometer
for the year just past.
Velvet Underground – a beacon of light in the
tunnel of dross and pretension (or pretentious
dross, if that sounds better) that made up much of
rock music between the mid and late sixties. It is
now almost compulsory to look back on that
period and laugh but I can clearly remember it
being taken very seriously. I do so much enjoy
pointing out to sixties apologists that throughout
the first world that the “love children” of the sixties
are now the “masters of the universe”; in the
United Kingdom denying the kids the very things
they so gracelessly took for granted; in America
producing the most reactionary government since
the first world war; in Germany destroying the
liberalism that made it such a post war success
story. So where are your values now you hippy
dippy blue suit bastards? I am proud to say that I
was one of the few people who bought the
Velvet’s first single, ‘All Tomorrow’s People’, soon
after it came out, immediately switching on to their
alienated urban sub culture.
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Solomon Burke
Royal Festival Hall, January 31st
Reviewed by Hardrock Bunter in TFTW issue 37.

© Paul Harris

It still seems amazing that the mighty king of
Rock'n'Soul should hit these shores three times in
around six months when you consider that he had
not been here for in excess of thirty years. At the
Barbican in 2002 he was wonderful; it could be
argued that he was preaching to the converted
whereas, at the Festival Hall, he had to share the
spotlight with punk garage blues outfit the Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion and, at one point in the
proceedings, ill advisedly shared the stage with
them. Unlike a handful of lucky TFTWers I never
caught him in action during his sixties heyday; I
had to wait until 1994 at the House Of Blues in
New Orleans where he did a three-hour show with
just a brief intermission. To say he took the roof
off would be an understatement; the memory of
him wandering amongst the jam-packed
audience, signing autographs whilst belting out
Little Richard’s ‘Lucille’ will stay with me forever.
At the Royal Festival Hall back in January ’03 he
equalled the Barbican but, maybe in choice of
material, marginally surpassed it; as Hardrock
pointed out, we even had ‘Stupidity’.

Come the early seventies I bought the
‘Transformer’ album, Lou Reed’s first solo venture
after splitting from Velvet Underground. Its
commercial success was no doubt helped by the
fact that it was produced by David Bowie; in the
opinion of the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board ranking alongside Bobby Darin as one of
rock music’s great chameleons, allowing Reed to
become one of America’s finest poets/songsmiths
and leaving Bowie to continue his highly
successful career in art-house masturbatory
fantasies. A rarity indeed that Reed (aha, the
review… at last – H) revisits his back catalogue to
such an extent as he did back in May at the
Barbican, a show beaten into second place by
Solomon and, believe me folks, by barely the
width of a cigarette paper (not that he would know
having given up smoking – H).
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Ray Davies

4
Howard tate

Royal Festival Hall, Friday May 16th

Utrecht Blues Festival, November 15th

Reviewed by Keith Woods in TFTW issue 31.

Reviewed by Hardrock Bunter in TFTW issue 37.
I’ll keep this pretty brief, simply because it was
reviewed by our esteemed Bunter in last month’s
issue. Very much in the territory of our resident
genius of soul here at 'Tales From The Woods'
headquarters, John ‘Soulboy’ Joliffe. To lesser
mortals like yours truly, Howard was just simply a
name but, like so many times before at Blues
Estafette, Utrecht, Holland he turned out to be an
act of magnitude, far outstripping his cult status.
This was sublime soul; a truly class act. Had it not
been for the mighty Solomon Burke visiting our
shores this would have easily been the soul gig of
the year.

At the time of writing, songwriter/guitarist/singer
and sometime front man of the institution that is
the Kinks is nursing a bullet riddled leg (and no
doubt injured self pride) at a hospital in New
Orleans, Louisiana after pursuing muggers who
had snatched his girlfriend’s handbag. Come off it
Ray! Surely you are a bit too old to go chasing
young hoodlums through the streets, especially in
one of America’s most violent cities? You’re lucky
you were not shot through the head, depriving the
UK of one of its finest songwriters.
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Young Jessie
Rhythm Riot, Camber Sands
November 21st to 24th
Reviewed by Hardrock Bunter in TFTW issue 38.

Ray is back at the Bloomsbury theatre in April and
no doubt his naturally volatile temperament will be
that much more incensed by his experience,
putting us in preparation for a wonderful gig. If it is
half as good as last year I will come away
satisfied; mixing old songs with the new, a number
of those of more recent vintage were equal to
those of the Kinks’ glory days. What more could
you ask of any songwriter?
Ray finally received an honour in the New Year’
lists, receiving a C.B.E. (Commander of the Order
of the British Empire) for contributions towards his
art. So okay, not the knighthood we here at the
editorial board were campaigning for when TFTW
was still in its infancy but it’s a step in the right
direction. (Better than an O.B.E. but one off a
knighthood).

© Paul Harris

Again I will keep this pretty brief as it is reviewed
in depth elsewhere in this issue. Likewise for me I
was not one of the lucky ones to attend the
wonderful bill that tore up the stage of Camden
Town’s Electric Ballroom way back in 1983. I too
had to wait for the October 2001 gig at Hemsby.
At Camber this year Jessie repeated his powerful
rendition, in true low down and dirty fashion, of
‘Lonesome Desert’. Sadly, I could not repeat my
animated gyrations of appreciation, knocked out
of energy by the dreaded flu. This time we even
got ‘Shuffle In The Gravel’; favourite rockin’ tune
though has to be ‘It Don’t Happen No More’.
Rockin’ R&B gig of the year for me, you bet!

All a far cry from the first time I ever saw the
Kinks; Club Norvik, Tottenham Circular, 1964.
They had, for their debut single, released an
almost unbelievably weedy version of Little
Richard’s ‘Long Tall Sally’. That night they chose
to play their next single, which I clearly recall Ray
nervously announce would be out in a couple of
weeks, his hesitant tone suggesting it would be a
flop. ‘You Really Got Me’ was the record in
question; well, the rest is history as they say but it
would be a good while before I finally sat up and
took notice.
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Wreckless Eric

commandeered a table or two, amongst them
'Tales From The Woods' veteran contributor Tony
‘Waxo’ Wilkinson complete with that renowned
mischievous grin on his face. He did not say a
word; he did not need to, I’ve read that expression
before. “You’ve fucked up Woody, haven’t you?” it
said. I immediately sensed something was
seriously wrong, glancing across to where Rev
Richard John was setting up his equipment in the
corner, his furrowed brow just visible above a
couple of gigantic speakers.

Fiddlers Elbow, Camden Town
Sunday July 27th
Reviewed by Keith Woods in TFTW issue 35.

“The landlord said he didn’t know about the live
music tonight,” he growled in a very un-reverential
manner. “Oh yes he does,” I replied, meekly
explaining that I discussed the matter with the
King and Queen management team and, because
of complications with music licence laws, only one
or two musicians are allowed providing it’s a
private party etc.

I think it is indeed no exaggeration to say amongst
the Woodies present, this has since become one
of the most talked about gigs of the year. It was
one of those very special occasions when you
hesitantly go along to a venue, having little idea of
what to expect, and being bowled over; the all
important attitude to the fore, his song writing
skills invoke humour, tragedy and irony in equal
measure. Eric, by all accounts, is undergoing a
minor renaissance at this point in time; an autobiography on the shelves, gigging around the
country, treading the boards more than he has for
some years. If you are still affordable to the
editorial board come September, how about doing
a Woody birthday bash?

“If you say so,” was the grunted response. Now
I’m getting the hump - definitely an unpleasant
vibe. Slamming the lid of my briefcase I stormed
out in search of the guvner, a misunderstanding
had taken place. The guv recalled the mention of
live music but had recoiled at the sight of so much
equipment. Well folks, that’s understandable; the
sight of speakers the size of a small detached
house being dragged up the stairs is more than
enough to freak any landlord out, not to mention
the four electric guitars, foot stomping board, rack
of harmonicas etc.

To be continued next month…

Keith Woods.






The Rev did a sound check and I went off to
check with the management that everything was
okay. “Fine Keith, no problem at all we didn’t hear
a thing,” Mel the guvner smiled. Me, I sighed with
relief and ran back upstairs to relay the good news
to the Rev who, along with his charming lady, was
mingling with the increasing throng of partying
folks.



The Darren Vidler and Keith
Woods Birthday Bash

The man with whom I was sharing the party,
'Tales From The Woods' resident expert on all
things British Rock'n'Roll, skiffle etc., Darren
Vidler arrived in the company of his parents, Linda
and Ernie, a little later than expected held up by
the notoriously unreliable Buntingford Branch Line
train service.

at the King and Queen, Foley Street on Friday
October 10th with Rev Richard John
The editorial board first witnessed the Rev
Richard John in action at a small wayside venue
as part of the Colne Blues Festival a couple of
years back. Suitably impressed, we chatted for a
while after the gig, exchanged business cards and
I promised the Rev I would be in touch. A year
later I indeed did so (folks ain’t I a real go-getter?).
It’s not too often the Rev has played a central
London gig so he seemed pleased with the idea of
playing the King and Queen for 'Tales From The
Woods' promotions.

Rev opened his first of two sets with ‘Bought
Myself A Fender’. I could sense he was still a little
nervous about offending anyone, glancing across
to where I stood (imposingly? – H) for
reassurance that the volume would not curtail the
festivities. Soon though, such worries were
dispensed with as this one man band blew up a
storm, left foot stomping upon the foot board,
blowing harp and some very fine licks on the
assortment of guitars, which naturally included the
Fender and the blues obligatory National Steel.

Arriving at our prestigious upstairs room venue
some 10 minutes or so before our 7:30pm kick off
time, finding a handful of revellers had already
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Hoochie Coochie Man
Mr Cool
I Got A Question
Snake Town
Whiskey In My Vein
Money
Moaning At Midnite
Slack Cat
Shoot The Rooster
Terri D Gonna Dance All Nite
Every Twist ‘N’ Turn
Make Love
I Wanna Be Loved
Made For Style
Highway 49
I Got A Honey
Boogie Man Blues

Steering well clear of tried and trusted material,
only the late, great Muddy Waters’ ‘Hoochie
Coochie Man’ was granted an airing.

Keith Woods.
Resting between sets, the Rev and his lady were
mingling with all the TFTWers clearly enjoying
themselves. he even remarked what a great
bunch of people you are so, come the second set,
everyone was in a party mood. ‘Whiskey In My
Vein’ was a far cry from the nervous and hesitant
opener of the first set. Knock out takes on
‘Moaning At Midnite’ and ‘Shoot The Rooster’
brought a few whoops of approval from around
the room. After the gig we helped him to load his
equipment into his estate car; Shaky Lee
Wilkinson and I held court with the Rev
concerning ourselves with the sad state of the
blues in the UK and in particular the capital.









Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Well folks, we got off to a dodgy start but ended
up friends. A short while later the Rev wrote a little
letter saying how much he had enjoyed the gig
and meeting you all and would love, given the
opportunity, to come back and do it again for us.
We’ll keep you up to that Rev.

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design

PLAY LIST
Bought Myself A Fender
Blues Talkin’
All That Money, All That Gold
Sorry I Done You Wrong
That’s My Baby Callin’
I Knew It Was You
Love Is Movin’ On

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251
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Marffa's Muffins

the first place. Broken toes on Dan Auerbach
(vocalist – guitarist) forced the cancellation of
numerous dates on their tour.

The Black Keys @ Mean Fiddler 22nd November
2003.

So, I suppose you are wondering what I was
getting so worked up about? Well, I will just have
to
review
their
latest
album
instead.
Thickfreakness is the second album from the
Ohio duo (Dan Auerbach – guitar, vocals and
Patrick Carney – drums), the first being ‘The Big
come up.’ Thickfreakness isn’t that much of a
departure from the first and that’s good. This is
Blues, modern blues that sounds old at the same
time. You could call it part of the retro revival like
The Whitestripes, but this is more soulful than
anything ever done by Jack and Meg.

Up at 8am, straight down the Pub for breakfast,
isn’t the usual way I start the day. However this
day was different, because England was in the
final for the World Nations Rugby; it was also
different because I was going to see The Black
Keys in the evening. God, this was going to be a
long day!
Leaving the Hogs Head pub in Croydon at midday
in a state of jubilation, I (along with several others)
went across the road to have breakfast in The
Ship. Following an enormous fry up, the
celebrating (in the form of much drinking)
continued with abandon. Such was my distraction
I didn’t’ realise the time and found myself leaving
this establishment in a slightly inebriated state at
16:30hrs.
Back at home, I rang my sister in Germany to talk
about the match. We chatted for a while about
things and then I realised that I had to go, as I
needed get ready for the evening’s entertainment.
A pint back in The Ship, before finally assaulting
the last stage of the day’s events meant that I
actually left Croydon at about 19:30hrs. A
torturous journey followed which involved me
spending too much time on a train without a toilet
for my own good. Battling my way up a very wet
and windy St Martins Lane, dodging all the
gawping theatregoers, I looked forward to the
chance to have a pee as much as watching the
gig itself.

The detuned and distorted guitar of Auerbach
growls its way through the title track with raw
emotion, matching his voice like a key to a lock.
The drumming blends in like a dollop of grease on
the mechanism, easing the songs passage
through your ears. Just to prove that this isn’t a
one off, the rest of the album is filled with tracks of
a similarly amazing quality.

Arriving at the venue, I found the doors closed!
Puzzled, I gathered my thoughts in the drizzle and
wondered if I had turned up on the wrong day. A
quick inspection of the ticket and my watch
revealed that I had arrived on the correct day.
Spotting a person who looked like a doorman on
the LA2, I enquired as to why the Mean Fiddler
wasn’t open, only to be told that the gig was
cancelled, reason unknown.

Essentially it’s an album of love songs or lost love
songs. It contains two covers – Chuck Berry’s
Have love will travel and Junior Kimborough’s
Everywhere I go – which are done really well.
Dan’s voice is so suited to getting under your skin,
it is hard to believe that this guy is in his twenties.
He sounds so much older than his years, his voice
rich and soulful like you would expect from a man
three times his age; the last track - I cry alone –
shows this to its full effect.

Pissed, busting for a piss and now pissed off, I
hotfooted it to a nearby pub for relief. Back in
Croydon and back in The Ship, the rest of the
evening was spent explaining to people (who had
seen me earlier) how come I was back in the pub.
I finally made it home at 1:00 in the morning,
considerably worse for wear and more than a bit
fed up about the gig being cancelled.

Personal favourites on the album include Midnight
in her eyes - a track that drips emotion like fat
running from a sausage under a George Foreman
‘lean mean grilling machine!’ - and Set you free,
with its driving drums and chugging guitar it’s just
an awesome song.
Out now on the Fat Possum label. Visit The Black
Keys on line at www.theblackkeys.com

The following morning brought information
regarding the cancellation of the gig, its new date
(25/01) and the reason for the postponement in
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the Newbeats’ hit “Bread and Butter” and closes
with the traditional spiritual “I Shall Not Be Moved”.
In between, it includes songs by Arthur Crudup,
Lightnin’ Hopkins, Lowell Fulson and Blind Willie
Johnson as well as some Qualls originals. Henry’s
guitar playing is suitably raw, and he has
a fine warm bluesy vocal style.

Henry Qualls
1934 - 2003
With the loss in 2003 of some of the
biggest names in music, many people
probably overlooked the death, on 7th
December, of East Texan bluesman
Henry Qualls. Henry’s period of fame
was short – he was discovered in 1993 –
and his recorded legacy consists of a
single CD and a couple of tracks on
compilation recordings.

A phone call from Dallas to Dutch
promoter Jap Hendrix led to Henry’s
appearance at the 1994 Blues Estafette
in Utrecht, Holland. Other European
dates followed, and he was in much
demand at clubs blues festivals in his
home country. Though Henry was
surprised and pleased by his late
success, he was always happy to return
to his simple life in Elmo.

Henry was born on 8th July 1934, in
Elmo, Texas, about 40 miles east of
Dallas, and lived there all his life.
Although his family moved to Dallas, he didn’t like
city life, and stated that he only ever travelled into
town for three reasons – to visit his mother, to see
artists such as Frankie Lee Sims, Li’l Son Jackson
and Lightning Hopkins, and to mow lawns for rich
white folks. He was content to live in his former
railroad house with no telephone. “I don’t need
money to live”, he once said; he could sustain
himself with the fruits of wild plants, and whatever
he could hunt. When he did work, he earned
money ploughing fields and mowing lawns, and
spent the money on tobacco and the rot-gut
whisky he loved.

Recordings: Blues from Elmo, Texas (Dallas
Blues Society);
Texas Blues Guitar Summit (JSP) - 2 tracks by
Henry Qualls;
Blues Across America: The Dallas Scene
(Cannonball) - 3 tracks by Henry Qualls

Alan Lloyd

Henry learnt to play the blues as a youth, and he
also loved to sing the spirituals he heard from his
mother. When he was discovered in 1993, he was
still
playing
his
much-decorated
guitar
“Maybelline”, which he had bought in 1958. He
developed his skills playing at house parties and
barbecues. His musical style, like his lifestyle,
remained in the 1940’s and 50’s, and it was this
rare link to the Texan blues tradition which excited
his discoverers. Musician and blues fan Scottie
Ferris heard about this old man who lived in a big
yellow house and played old style blues, and
subsequently paid several visits to Henry’s place,
and made a rough videotape recording, which he
showed to Chuck Nevitt, of the Dallas Blues
Society.

Alan taking 'Tales From The Woods' far too
seriously









THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Chuck
had
previously
produced a highly praised
album by re-discovered
bluesman Zuzu Bollin, but
had lost a lot of money on
the deal. Nevertheless,
when he heard Henry
Qualls, he was prepared to
take another risk, and
produce a record for Henry
Qualls. In 1994, at the age of 59, Henry recorded
his first (and only) album, “Blues From Elmo,
Texas”. The album opens with a bluesy version of

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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This is, without a doubt, the finest Jody Reynolds
anthology one will find on the market. Reynolds'
first release (and first hit) in the States, "Endless
Sleep" was successfully covered over here by
Marty Wilde, as was the follow-up, "The Fire Of
Love" which didn't do so well for both men. Dave
Travis' detailed notes tell Jody's story up to the
present day (he's still very much with us, but rarely
picks up a guitar and plays and sings these days).

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

So, what does this CD offer
musically? Well, in the main,
some great stuff (the only
below-par
track
is
a
nondescript version of the
Mills Brothers’ “Paper Doll");
in addition to the great
rocker
"Tight
Capris"
(original flip to "Endless Sleep"), there are more
boppers in the form of "Daisy Mae", "Jeannie
Mae" from the early days on Demon, plus an
impressive later rocker "Two Of A Kind".
"Runaway Heart" also got my seal of approval with
the driving acoustic guitar strumming out a
"Summertime Blues"-like riff. I hadn't realised that
Jody had cut versions of Elvis’ “Anyway You Want
Me" and Tony Bellus’ “Robbin' The Cradle", both
are quite good. The Rays’ “Silhouettes" is another
pleasant surprise. "Long Black Train" is not the
Conway Twitty song of the same name, but one
not unlike Billy Grammer's "Gotta Travel On".
There are also several instrumentals in this set
which have a Phoenix, Arizona feel to them
(indeed some songs, such as "The Whipping
Post", bear a Sanford Clark-like sound); best of
these is undoubtedly "Thunder", a chugging
rocker. Other goodies are "Tarantula", the
Champs-ish "Mellow Out" and "Shot Down" which
reminds me (as it will you) of "Honky Tonk". Great
all-round presentation from Buffalo Bop.

Delbert McClinton - "Delbert McClinton
Live" - New West NW 6048
Old Weakness (Comin' On Strong) | Leap Of Faith | I'm
With You | I Wanna Thank You Baby | I Want To Love
You | Smooth Talk | Maybe Someday Baby | Don't
Want To Love You | New York City | Squeeze Me In |
I've Got Dreams To Remember | Why Me | Rebecca,
Rebecca | Goin' Back To Louisiana | When Rita
Leaves | Livin' It Down | Giving It All Up For Your Love |
B-Movie Boxcar Blues | Little Fine Healthy Thing

Yet another winner from
Delbert McClinton in the
form of a double CD set
recorded live at last
year's Bergen Musicfest
in Norway. With Delbert
on vocals and hot
harmonica are Kevin
McKendree
on
keyboards, Terry Townson on trumpet, Don Wise
on tenor sax, Rob McNelley on guitar, George
Hawkins on bass and Lynn Williams on drums.
The track selection practically reads as a "best of”
the material he has recorded over the last ten to
fifteen years, first for Curb, and latterly for New
West. Highlights abound in this release, tops for
me include "Leap Of Faith" with its loping, ska-like
beat, the rocking "Why Me" and "Livin' It Down",
the Latin-tinged "When Rita Leaves", and a worthy
tribute to Billy Emerson in "Little Fine Healthy
Thing". Not much else to say, really, but this
excellent CD has to be at the head of your wants
list.

"The Johnny Otis Show; Vintage 1950's
Broadcasts From Los Angeles" - Ace CDCHD
981
Johnny Otis Signature Tune | Bump On A Log (Lula
Reed) I’m Gonna Move To The Outskirts Of Town (Billy
Ward and his Dominoes) Soft (Johnny Otis Band)
Sweet Love (The Penguins) Willie and The Hand Jive
(Johnny Otis) One Sweet Letter (Marie Adams) Medley;
Harlem Nocturne-Bye Bye Baby | One O’clock Jump
(Johnny Otis Band) Mama He Treats Your Daughter
Mean (Marie Adams) Midnight At The Barrelhouse | All
Night Long (Johnny Otis Band) I Don't Know (Little
Arthur Matthews) Baby Don't Do It (Marie Adams) Flyin'
Home(Johnny Otis Band) Tough Enough (Johnny Otis
and The Jayos) Jungle Hop (Kip Tyler and The Flips)
Justine (Don and Dewey) Dirty Dishes (Jeani Mack)Not
Too Young (The Mermaids)The Dummy (Larry
Williams)

Jody Reynolds – “Endless Sleep" - Buffalo
Bop BBCD 55160
Beulah Lee | Endless Sleep | Tight Capris | Fire Of
Love | (The Girl With The) Raven Hair | Thunder | A
Tear For Jesse | Daisy Mae | Come On Twist | Jeannie
Mae | Tarantula | Anyway You Want Me | (Evil Hearted
Me) Downright Evil | Making Out | The Whipping Post |
Shot Down | Golden Idol | The Storm | Closin' In |
Please Remember | The Girl From King Marie |
Runaway Heart | Caterpillar Crawl | Devil Girl | Don't
Jump | Stormy | Long Black Train | Silhouettes | Paper
Doll | Robbin' The Cradle | All Washed Up | Two Of A
Kind

From 1958 and 1953, to be exact; two live TV
broadcasts, plus various ads, Johnny Otis on his
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own radio show, sometime in 1954, spinning
some American hot wax, and a generally
humorous interlude between J.O. and the late,
great Slim Galliard. It all adds up to a fascinating
CD, and reminds us just how influential and
important Otis was to rhythm and blues music,
certainly in Los Angeles R&B.

notes on the sessions in this collection as he does
on Vol. 1, and there are some previously unissued items, generally alternative takes.
Summing up each artist's contributions in general,
anything issued by Elmore James on Flair
amounts to genius, and his two songs are no
exception. Boyd Gilmore creates an Elmore-like
sound with his two tracks, pianist Charley
Booker's piece is self-explanatory and strong,
Houston Boines, best known for his superb "Carry
My Business On" on Sun, gets five Bunters out of
five for his bumper crop, in particular for the
driving boogie of "Operator Blues" (we hear three
takes, the first being a false start) and for the midtempo "Monkey Motion".

Looking at the TV
material, the quality of
the '59 broadcast far
supersedes the earlier
programme, but both
programmes
carry
excellent performances
by
regular
singers
Marie Adams, whose
take on Ruth Brown's
"Mama He Treats Your Daughter Mean" is
especially worthy of note, and Little Arthur
Matthews, who offers a fine version of Willie
Mabon's "I Don't Know". Johnny's special guests
on the '58 show, The Penguins, sound typically
smooth on their "Sweet Love", and Otis himself
contributes a strong reading of his recent hit
"Willie and The Hand Jive". Alec Palao's excellent
notes tell the story of Johnny's career in TV and
radio and, all in all, it's another quality product
from Ace, and it's essential for lovers and
historians of West Coast rhythm and Blues.

Cleanhead Love offers a good slow blues, and
Baby Face Turner's three are mid-pace goodies.
Sunny Blair boogies like billy-o on "Step Back" a
song that has been occasionally featured in live
shows by James Hunter., and Sun's other
offerings are good mid-tempo fare. Drifting Slim
(aka Elmon Mickle) was a one man band in the
Doctor Ross bag, and most of his contributions
appear to be home recordings and/or demos,
sounding as rough as a badger's arse but very
atmospheric for all that. An enjoyable set, every
bit as good as Volume One.

Rhythm Riot
Review

Various Artistes - "The Modem Downhome
Blues Sessions; Arkansas and Mississippi
1951-52 Vol.2" - Ace CDCHD 982

(Held over from last issue)
No sooner had I got over the sheer euphoria of
attending my first Utrecht Bluesfest than it was
time to head for Camber for the 2003 Rhythm
Riot, which took place between the 21st – 24th
November at the Pontins holiday camp.
Headlining were Big Al Downing, Lazy Lester,
Frankie Miller, the Cleftones, Billy Lee Riley, and
Young Jessie, a formidable cluster if ever there
was.

All In My Dreams | Take A Little Walk With Me (Boyd
Gilmore) Please Find My Baby (2) | Long Tall Woman
(Elmore James) Charley's Boogie Woogie (Charley
Booker) G Man | Operator Blues | Superintendent
Blues | Monkey Motion (Houston Boines) Why Don't My
Baby Write To Me (Cleanhead Love) Operator Blues
(2) (Houston Boines) Blue Serenade | Gonna Let You
Go (Baby Face Turner) Step Back Baby (Sunny
Blair)Rest Days | Blue Serenade (2) (Baby Face
Turner) Good Morning Baby | My Sweet Woman |
You're An Old Lady | Shout Sister Shout | I Feel So
Good (Drifting Slim)

Also on hand to entertain the Rioters were a
veritable selection of top UK/European talent,
including Mike Sanchez and his band (depping for
the flu-stricken Knockout Greg and Blue
Weather), Lynette Morgan and the Blackwater
Valley Boys, Otis Grand, Miss Mary Ann and her
Ragtime Wranglers (from Holland - Mary Ann was
formerly a Ranch Girl), and Italy's Billy Brothers
Jumpin' Orchestra. Plus, from Australia, Benny
and the Fly By Niters, who were quite an
entertaining band with the few songs I saw. And
let's not forget the rockin' jocks who activated the
lasers rather than spun the wax; take a bow Dingo
(curiously from Australia), Turky from France,
Rohan the Man and the mighty Wildcat Pete,
among others.

This corker comes
courtesy of Ace, and
some great blues
and boogie await you
if you haven't so far
picked up this and
the previous volume.
Recorded by Ike
Turner and Modern
label boss Joe Bihari
during several field
trips to the areas mentioned in the title during
1951-52, these sessions yielded a previous Ace
collection (CDCHD 813, released in 2001). "Living
Blues”’s Jim O'Neal contributes some informative
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So, Kats 'n' Kittens, what happened on Friday
night? Well, Big Boy Bloater & the Southside
Stompers got things off to
a rompin', stompin' start
with a hot mixture of R&B
standards. "Jump For
Joy",
"Rocket
88",
"Sapphire", and "Lovin'
Machine" got the crowd in
party spirit, with great
guitar
pickin'
and
vocalising
from
BBB,
lethal
boogie-woogie
piano from our good
© Paul Harris
buddy
Neil
"Deacon"
Turner, and hot sax blowing from Lisa, who
herself vocalised on Ruth Brown's "Mama He
Treats Your Daughter Mean", and Etta James’
“That's All". As always, the band finished up with
their version of Joe Turner's "Boogie Woogie
Country Girl", featuring some JLL-type licks from
Neil in an extended solo, and they encored on Big
T Tyler's "King Kong".

Domino medley. So, we Al Downing fans got no
"Miss Lucy", no "Heartbreak Hill" and certainly no
"Yes I'm Loving You”. But the set took an upward
turn with the classic "Down On The Farm",
needlessly followed by "Shout”, then concluded on
another medley (but the best one of all), this time
of Huey Smith's "Rockin' Pneumonia" and "Don't
You Just Know It". So, for me, a set of two halves.
It was great to see Mike
Sanchez again, replacing
the advertised Knockout
Greg and Blue Weather,
some of whom were
knocked out by the flu.
Mike's set didn't quite
have the power of last
year's
mesmeric
performance (but this is
squarely down to the
soundman), but it still
© Paul Harris
was first class, and with
the four piece line-up (Andy Silvester, Al G. and
Mark Morgan) Mike presented some familiar
favourites ("Just Can't Afford It", "Blue Boy", "Well
Baby", "Hurtin' Inside") with a surprise or two; like
me, Mike must have bought all those groundbreaking rockabilly albums (with sleeve notes,
more often than not, by our good buddy Bill Millar)
in the late seventies. On one ("Chess
Rockabillies"?) was Lou Josie's "Vacation's Over",
and Mike did the business with this, great! As if
that weren't enough, it was out on Freddy
Cannon's "Tallahassee Lassie" with Andy playing
Kenny Paulson's part to perfection. Be sure to see
Mike and the guys at the 100 Club in January.

Next up were Otis Grand and his band featuring,
as lead singer, Jimmy Thomas, from St. Louis,
Missouri, who for some years worked in the Ike
and Tina Turner revue. Kicking off with the Paul
Williams classic "Hucklebuck", guitarist Grand
brought on Jim and the whole troupe swung into
"T-Bone Shuffle" followed by Rosco Gordon's
"Surely",
Roy
Milton's
"You
Got
Me
Reelin'n'Rockin’”, Guitar Slim’s "She Moves Me",
Lil' Bob and the Lollipops “I Got Loaded", and
Gatemouth Brown's "She Walks Right In". The
last word went to Otis himself with an
instrumental, "Nut Rocker"! Strange to hear this
one given a guitar ride but it sounded OK. The
crowd yelled their approval throughout the set and
for an encore we got "True Love's Hard To Find".
A fine show from this ex-pat who British blues
fans have taken to their hearts.

Saturday now, and a packed Queen Vic pub
witnessed
a
great
lunchtime set by Lynette
Morgan
&
her
Blackwater Valley Boys
(Lynette on guitar and
lead vocals, plus the
excellent Willie Briggs
on lead guitar, Phil
Morgan on steel guitar,
Jim Morrison (not that
one) on fiddle and Al
Saxby
on
bass.
Specialists in early '50s
hillbilly boogie and straight country, they kicked off
their show with "Barnyard Boogie" which got the
crowd in a Grand Ole Opry-like mood; then we
heard "Won't You Ride In My Little Red Wagon",
Ernie Chaffin's "Feelin' Low", "Love and Leave
You", "Lord I Love The South", "Rovin' Eyes”,
“Tain't Nice", "Time For Lovin' Ain't Now", "Empty
Mansions", "Don't You Lie To Me”, “Don't Cry My
Troubled Mind", and Hawkshaw Hawkins’ “I'm
Waitin' Just For You".

Topping Friday's bill was
Lenapah,
Oklahoma's
very own Big Al Downing,
backed by the Rhythm
Riot Kings Of Rhythm,
which included Big Boy
Bloater on guitar and Al
Gare, without doubt one
of
the
UK's
finest
bassmen. Big Al kicked
off in determined fashion
with "Georgia Slop", "Rip
© Paul Harris
It Up", "Oh Babe",
"Boogie Woogie Saturday Night", "Slow Down"
and a superb "What Am I Living For". So far, so
brilliant. The momentum was lost, however, with a
series of medleys only some of which came
together well. An Elvis medley was followed by a
Little Richard medley was followed by a Fats
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Lynette particularly excelled on "I Loved and Lost"
and "Your Cheating Heart", sung in Patsy Cline
fashion; hats off to Willie for choosing a less
obvious Hank Williams item, "Fly Trouble".
Following a song that I think was called "Ouch!",
the highly appreciative audience (by now including
Frankie Miller and his guitarist, Jim Eaves) were
treated to a few classics, all well played;
"Blackberry Boogie", "Dark As A Dungeon", a
superb "Rock Boppin' Baby" from Lynette , and, in
memory of the late Johnny Cash, “Folsom Prison
Blues". They encored with "Love Me Like I
Wantcha To Do", which ended a strong set by an
outfit whose recent CD on El Toro, "Road Signs
and Middle Lines" is definitely worth a listen.

Could Happen To You" and "Bloodstains On The
Wall". We also heard "Rainin' In My Heart", sung
in tribute to Slim Harpo, Lester's former labelmate. Playing harmonica for most of the set, he
switched to guitar for the last song, which
surprisingly turned out to be Hank Williams’ “Your
Cheatin' Heart". But in the eyes of practically all
Woodies who attended the event, including self,
this was one of the sets of the weekend.
My knowledge of the
work of Frankie Miller
had for some time
been very scant; all I
knew was that "True
Blue" and "Poppin'
Johnny" were popular
in the record hops, but
I've since learned that
Miller recorded for
Columbia and Starday
during the '50s, and he
scored
two
major
country hits in "Family
Man" and "Blackland
Farmer", both in 1959, and both performed this
evening. ("True Blue", which was naturally also
featured, was the original flip of "Blackland
Farmer"). Miller's appearance was proceeded by a
warm-up song or two by his long-time cohort
Jimmy Eaves, who, like Frankie, played and sang
very much in the traditional country style,
somewhat odd for a Rhythm Riot, but Robin and
Colette like to bring much diversity to a RR bill,
and Miller and Eaves created a pleasant, if not
spectacular, diversion.
© Paul Harris

First live action of Saturday night for me came
from one of the all-time great UK jump-jive bands,
the Stargazers, who presented very much a Bill
Haley-based set along with their one UK chart
entry, "Groove Baby Groove". I then caught
Dexter Shaw & the Wolftones' set of good
Chicago blues, and on seeing them remembered
that more or less the same line-up (including
bassman Ian Jennings) appeared at last year's
Riot as the Marques Brothers. Anyhow, their
performance, which included Sonny Boy's "Let Me
Explain", and "Help Me" and a great take on
Rufus Thomas' "Tiger Man" was rewarded with
polite rather than rapturous applause, being as it
was aimed more at the blues fan rather than a
jump- jivin' dancer.

© Paul Harris

Great to see the Cleftones back among us, with
Herb Cox still at the helm after nearly 50 glorious
years. Joining the Kings Of Rhythm was a female
pianist/MD (didn't catch her name) (try Laura
Rivela – courtesy of Robin) who, when she wasn't
tinkling the ivories, was conducting the band.
Anyhow, we heard all the expected raves; "Heart
and Soul", "Can't We Be Sweethearts", "Little Girl
Of Mine", also "Lover Boy" (sadly no "You Baby
You" and "Why Do You Do Me Like You Do"), plus
a good take on the Heartbeats’ “A Thousand Miles
Away" and Roy Hamilton's "Don't Let Go", and a
nice tribute to our Jackie with a medley of "That's

© Paul Harris

First major-leaguer of the night was the legendary
Lazy Lester, whose reputation rests squarely on
the superb sides he cut for Excello in the
late'50s/early '60s. Many of these were featured in
his excellent set, including "Sugar Coated Love",
"I'm A Lover Not A Fighter", "The Same Thing
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Why (I Love You So)" and "I'll Be Satisfied”. Good
slick, assured performance, but, oh to have seen
them at Wembley in '91.
And so to Sunday, which for me yielded some of
the best live shows I'll ever see in my life. More on
that later, though, as first of all I caught an
enjoyable lunchtime session in the Vic featuring
the Four Hands Of Rhythm, consisting of Otis
Grand's bass player and a familiar looking pianist.
Talking to Shakin' Paul Sandford later, I learned
that his name was John Carter and that he served
behind the counter at Moondog's for a spell in the
seventies (as did Den Hegarty). The penny having
dropped, Paul then mentioned that in Moondog’s
one day John announced his intention to learn to
play piano. The idea was initially scoffed at but
nearly 30 years later, Carter has surprised all by
being a good, solid player comfortable with the
boogie styles employed by such as Jerry Lee
Lewis and Fats Domino. A great way to pass an
hour or so; good on yer, John!

© Paul Harris

The set reached its explosive conclusion with
"Red Hot" and Jerry Lee's "Whole Lotta Shakin”,
which saw some appropriate Lewis-like licks and
antics from the shoeless piano man. So, in
summing up, this was quite simply the best, most
exciting show I've ever seen by this remarkable
70-year old whose voice still bears the same
grittiness that characterized all those classic sides
on that little yellow label. Rock on Billy!
© Paul Harris

First live music of the evening was provided by
Italy's Billy Bros. Jumpin' Orchestra, and Miss
Mary Ann and her Ragtime Wranglers both of
whom I missed, regrettably in Mary Ann's case as
she was once one half of the Ranch Girls, whose
shows I always enjoyed. Anyhow, the Kings Of
Rhythm gathered to back up the incomparable
Billy Lee Riley, legend of Sun records who was
reprising his blues-orientated show of the previous
weekend in Utrecht.
In terms of the backing,
though, this was a
different kettle of fish
altogether. Bill kicked
off with Muddy's "Mojo
Working",
Willie
Mabon's
"I
Don't
Know", Lightnin' Slim's
"Hoodoo Man Blues"
and "Ballin' The Jack"
and it became clear to
him and everyone that
© Paul Harris
the Rhythm Kings were
right on the ball, tight
and disciplined, and so Riley's inspiration level
seemed to soar to impossible heights. He followed
"Flip, Flop and Fly" with Slim Harpo's "Rock Me
Mama” which vocally bore the same little slur that
Harpo had in his voice, nice one! There was no
guitar pickin' by Billy tonight, but there were plenty
of traded harp choruses with the Rhythm Kings
harpman, very exciting too. After a bow to the
rockers with "Flyin' Saucers Rock'n'Roll", Billy
called on Lazy Lester to duet on a version of
"Rainin' In My Heart", confirming the fact that Billy
was a huge admirer of Slim Harpo; indeed the
next song was "Scratch My Back" which, for me,
was a set highlight.

And yet, and yet, better was to come. Many
TFTWoodies, unlike me (Boo Hoo, as Marvin R.
would have said), would have seen Young Jessie
as part of the once-in-a-lifetime bill that played at
the Electric Ballroom back in August 1983. My first
live sighting of this superb entertainer was at a
Hemsby weekender in October 2001 where he
gave a good performance with all the required
songs (including "Pretty Soon", but no "Shuffle In
The Gravel"); could he top it with this appearance,
we wondered. As he strode on, the smell of
rodents wafted throughout the ballroom; once this
subsided, we rocked further with "Hootchie
Coochie", the oft-covered "Mary Lou” and "Do You
Love Me". The slow blues "Lonesome Desert"
was an undoubted set highlight at Hemsby (just
ask Keith) and history repeated itself tonight; this
was delivered real down and dirty (again Bloater
and the boys were in peak form). From here on in,
it was party time all the way; "Hit, Git and Split",
"Hot Dog", a song covered by Elvis for the "Loving
You" soundtrack, "Well Baby" (often featured by
Mike Sanchez in his stage act), "Shuffle In The
Gravel"(hooray!), "Still In Love With You" and, to
close, "It Don't Happen No More". Regrettably, no
"Pretty Soon" but this was still something truly
special.
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To
this
day,
it
confounds me how
some 18 million people
can sit in front of a TV
set,
regularly,
and
watch
bloody
superficial soap operas
when you could go to a
Rock’n’Roll / rhythm
and blues show and
maybe see a show of
this quality. If I were to
present my own top 20
gigs list as Nick
Cobban
did
so
entertainingly last month, this would undoubtedly
be in the top five. And that, Kats 'n' Kittens, was
Rhythm Riot 2003. Roll on next year, where
variety truly is the spice of life, with the
Southlanders(?!), Hank Thompson, Clarence
"Frogman" Henry, Roddy Jackson(!), and Joe
Houston headlining.
© Paul Harris

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

My Top 20;
Buddy Holly
The top 20 this month is devoted to Buddy Holly,
who 45 years ago this month perished in a plane
crash in Green Bay, Wisconsin, along with The
Big Bopper and Ritchie Valens. The song chosen
as Number One is my absolute favourite, whereas
numbers 2-20 are in no particular order. As
always, hope you like the selection!
1.

2.

Well, All Right Inspired by watching a Little
Richard performance while on tour, the
arrangement created by Buddy for the song
is quite adventurous and unusual for the
time; one could say that folk-rock begins
right here, Joe B. Maudlin's bass playing is
so simple yet effective, and Jerry Allison
keeps the rhythm going using the bell of his
ride cymbal but Holly’s acoustic guitar sound
is absolutely superb. Like so many great
Rock’n’Roll songs, it was originally a B-side,
in the UK to "Heartbeat". Nanci Griffith
recorded a nice version with Jerry, Joe B.
and Gordon Payne, then-frontman for the
Crickets, for a Holly tribute album in 1995.
Down The Line Written by Buddy and his
first musical partner Bob Montgomery, this
track was popular in the clubs some years
ago, but is seldom heard now, which is a
great shame. Born in Lubbock Texas, in
September 1936, Buddy's earliest known
recording was a version of Hank Snow's "My
Two Timin' Woman" cut around 1949, and it
reveals a very confident-sounding teenager.
Around 1954, Buddy, and high school friends
Sonny Curtis and Larry Welborn teamed up

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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with a local musician, Bob Montgomery
(father of the country singer Kevin) to make a
series of primarily country sides (later
overdubbed and released on "Holly In The
Hills" in 1965). Sometime in '55, Holly
witnessed an Elvis show in Lubbock which
was to turn his musical world upside down.
As a result, one or two more rockin' gems,
such as "Down The Line" appeared. I've not
heard this track in its original undubbed
state, but until I do, I'll quite happily go along
with this.
Blue Days, Black Nights
Rock Around With Ollie Vee
Love Me
I’m Changing All Those Changes
Don't Come Back Knockin'
Midnight Shift
Holly signed to Decca in the new year of
1956 and at the end of January, he went into
Bradley's Barn in Nashville to record "Love
Me", "Don't Come Back Knockin’”, “Blue
Days, Black Nights" and "Midnight Shift".
("Blue Days" and "Love Me" formed Buddy's
first UK single release on Brunswick, to
virtually no response). Present were
guitarists Grady Martin and Sonny Curtis,
bassman Don Guess and Don Kirkham on
drums. "Changing All Those Changes" was
recorded in July, but Jerry Allison plays
drums on this. Great rockabilly sounds all
round, "Midnight Shift” was a nod to the
"Annie" saga of songs as popularised by
Hank Ballard, and “Ollie Vee" is graced with
a super solo from Sonny Curtis. There was
little customer response to these songs in
the States, and by the end of '56 Buddy was
an artist in search of a record label.
That'll Be The Day Funny how a throwaway
line in a John Wayne film could lend itself to
become the song title of one of the all-time
Rock’n’Roll classics. Wonder if Duke ever
found out about it? Road-tested a! Bradley's
Barn, a new version was recorded at
Norman Petty's studio in Clovis, New Mexico
in February '57 with Holly, Larry Welborn on
bass, drummer Jerry Allison and, on backing
vocals, Niki Sullivan, Gary and Ramona
Tollett. Released with "I'm Looking For
Someone To Love" that spring, after a slow
start, the Brunswick record took off and
became a big hit in the US, and a bigger hit
over here, reaching Number One.
Mailman, Bring Me No More Blues
Not Fade Away
Peggy Sue
Tell Me How
Rock Me My Baby
"Mailman" was included on the "Buddy Holly"
set of 1958 and in addition to Messrs. Holly,
Maudlin and Allison, we hear Norman's wife,

Vi Petty,
on
piano.
Good bluesy
performance. The Bo Diddley-influenced
"Not Fade Away" has been much covered,
but the original reigns supreme. "Peggy Sue"
remains a classic piece of Rock'n'Roll
restraint, while "Tell Me How" (B-side to
"Maybe Baby") and "Rock Me My Baby"
(from "The Chirping Crickets") turn up the
heat in fine style. For me, Buddy's finest from
1957.
15. Rave On
16. Think It Over
17. Fool’s Paradise
To 1958, now, and three stone classics.
"Rave On", cut in New York in January,
featured Buddy only as a vocalist (AI Caiola
played guitar) and the pianist was Norman
Petty. Vi Petty played piano on "Think It
Over" following a temper tantrum, it is said.
The more subtle "Fools Paradise" has a
beautifully constructed melody, and is a
much under-rated recording.
18. Peggy Sue Got Married
19. Learning The Game
20. That Makes It Tough
Buddy and his bride, Maria Elena, had
relocated to New York and in January 1959
and Buddy decided to record some new
songs he'd written on a tape machine, in the
Hollys' apartment. Following his tragic death
these were issued with (sometimes
horrendous) overdubs, but the basic tracks
have been in "unofficial" circulation for some
years. The above three tracks are my star
picks, especially "That Makes It Tough",
which is wonderfully brooding.
So, that's my pick of the Buddy Holly crop, music
from someone who must surely be among the
most influential (musically as well as visually) cats
in rock (and roll) music. I've enjoyed Buddy's
music for nearly forty years now, and the
fascination shows no signs of abating. No Top 20
next month, but I'll be tributing Eddie Cochran in
April. See you then!

Rockabilly Night
Clairbone Joseph Cheramie
At 4pm Bernard, John Howard, Ian McNeil and I
were rummaging in Thrift City, where Ian found
some interesting 78s, and by 5pm we were in
front of the stage ready to party for the next 12
hours or so. Actually this was a big mistake
because the time could have been better spent
chatting with the artists as did Linda and Lee.
Bang on time, the
cheerful
64
years
young
Joe
Clay
positioned
himself
behind
Deke
Dickerson's barrage of
drums and showed
why he is such a firm
favourite on the live
European scene. A
Louisiana native, born
in Harvey, Joe formed
a trio as a kid and in
1955
shared
the
Louisiana Hayride with
Elvis and later backed
his idol on drums at
the Pontchartrain Amusement Park gig. Does
anybody know if this was the Aug 9th 1956
"beach" gig? If so Joe can autograph my repro
poster! Joe even appeared on the Ed Sullivan
show before Elvis, and by the time in 1956 when

Buddy Bunter
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RCA recorded him with Link Davis and Hal Harris
in Houston on their Vik subsidiary, Joe had
already played shows with Carl Perkins, Fats
Domino and recorded with Mickey Baker. Drifting
out of the limelight he still played around N.O. with
Smiley Lewis and Frankie Ford etc, and during the
'80s was re-discovered by us Brits.

1961 followed, then a variation of 'Crawdad Song'
attributed to New Orleans, 'Castro Rock',
'Kruschev & The Devil', 'Johnny B. Goode', 'Bye
Bye Johnny' and 'Rock And Roll Angel' aka 'Honky
Tonk Angels'. Look out for the film 'Blaze' which
was made about Long, and impress Jay when no
doubt he appears at a future Weekender, be
prepared for a fascinating guy who is a true
celebrity back home. Believe me guys, we have
seen a few rockabilly duffers over the years but
Jay ain't one; he looks great, youthful, and has all
the rockabilly movements. I managed to sneak a
few words with Jay and his attractive wife Gisela,
and a very amiable couple they are

Joe opened with "Cracker Jack" (VIK 0218) from
his 21/7/56 session, and his driving exuberance
and energy laid the platform for the rest of the
Stomp rockabillies to follow. From the 25/4/56
session we had Link Davis's "Sixteen Chicks" (VIK
0211) then Penniman's "Lucille". Other classics
followed in the contracted 30 minutes, but my
pencil was wedged behind my left lug and I was
"like gone man!" Joe once played guitar at the
JazzFest but this time was content to remain
behind the drums for most of the set. Maybe both
Joe and Billy Lee Riley could be contracted to play
some guitar at their next UK gigs? With his arm
held high and thumb acknowledging the
audience's reaction to another successful gig, the
black and white shirted Joseph retired to the
nearest bus-stop for the possibility of a free lift
back to Gretna, his current home base.

Eddie Bond
Not too many rockabillies originated from La. so a
little poaching in Tennessee brings on that
Rocking Daddy from Memphis, the portly
entrepreneur Eddie Bond. Most of you guys would
have legally obtained your first Bond titles on the
Mercury Rockabillies LP, and first seen the man at
Dave Webb's famous
1992 Royal Naval Club
Association one-off gig
in Plaistow, London,
with that motley crew
the Rough Diamonds.
Looking good at 69
years, sporting a gold
shirt,
matching
tie,
white
jacket,
black
slicked back hair and
sideburns, for those
fans who had travelled
hundreds,
if
not
thousands of miles at
great expense, the next 15 minutes and 4 songs
later must have made it all worth while!

Jay Chevalier
The next cat to appear caused a few gasps front
of stage. With back-up band Deke Dickerson and
the Eccofonics tuning up, Goldband label's
rockabilly legend Jay Chevalier strolled on to the
stage. A potted history reveals that Jay frequently
played with his good friend Gene Vincent in
Norfolk, Virginia. In '62 played with Carl Perkins
and in '63 had Dale & Grace in his band. In the
US Jay became famous for his friendship with the
governor of Louisiana - Earl K. Long and for his
recording of 'The Ballad of Earl K. Long'.
Dressed all in black, brushed back light brown hair
with a wisp of grey, tie-less and a hollow body
electric guitar slung around his neck I would have
put 5 bob on "Folsom Prison Blues" as an opener,
and was I right? Read on brother. Jay Chevalier
stood sideways on to
the audience, legs
menacingly
astride,
curled up the corner of
his lip Elvis style and,
holding his guitar high
a la Johnny Cash,
thrust it forward as he
hit the first chord.
Fortunately there were
no bet takers because
Jay was into the
familiar
but
great
rendition of Elvis's
‘That's All Right’. 'Billy
Cannon' (famous US football player) cut on Pet in

Minus his guitar, Eddie opened with his first
Mercury release, the Sonny Fisher classic 'Rockin'
Daddy' (rec. 17/3/56), then his second 'Slip Slip
Slippin' In' (rec. 9/6/56). The original Stompers
line up on this great rockabilly included Reggie
Young, Tommy Potts, Johnny Fine and Jimmy
Smith; however this night Deke and his boys
provided the crisp rockabilly back up, and judging
by the whoops and yells this side of the stage
Eddie and the band were cookin'. It is incredible to
think
that
that
this
senior
rockabilly
singer/songwriter knew Scotty Moore when he
was with the Doug Poindexter band, hired Elvis,
Scotty and Bill for his radio shows, played with
Eddie Cochran and was a regular on the
Louisiana Hayride.
He owned several radio stations and clubs and
appeared regularly on TV shows; this guy has not
only done it all, he knows just about everybody in
Southern showbiz. Next crackeroo was the
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'Slippin' flipside 'Flip, Flop Mama' and audience
reaction was equally enthusiastic, and finally 'Tore
Up' which I thought was a strange finale to a
rather short set. A little later during the evening
Eddie, if he had stayed around, would have met
up with Scotty and Bill, and also Sam The Sham
on Thursday night whom he brought to Memphis
when a fledgling, and became his booking agent
for two years. So the man who was once part of
Bob Neal's "Stars Incorporated" tour revue, plus
Elvis, Cash, Warren Smith and Perkins, nearly 50
years later quit the Ponderosa Stage, linked up
with his wife Gladys and to fans screaming for
more exited into the warm evening air.

went crazy, and she became the first contender
for 'person of the match'. R&B/soul drenched
vocals, the audience clung on to every word and
each song finished with a roar of appreciation. I
tried to get back to my original place, without
success, and remained in the thick of the crowd a
hootin' and a hollerin' with the best of them. The
following selection oozed by Barbara will be
indelibly retained in the memories of her fans and
new fans made that night; 'You'll Lose A Good
Thing' '67 (UK Sue 4038), 'Second Fiddle Girl' '67
(UK Sue 4028), 'Oh Baby We Got A Good Thing
Going' '64 (UK London 9918), 'I'm A Good
Woman', 'Until Then I'll Suffer’ ‘72 (UK Atlantic
2091133), 'Sweet 16', encore 'I'm A Good
Woman'

M/s Ozen

James Alton Fautheree

I first heard a Barbara Lynn Ozen record at
London's Scene Club in 1963; it was her version
of Otis Blackwell's 'Don't Be Cruel'. Released on
Harold Lipsius's Jamie label in '63 (master no.
1244, matrix J-NL 9) I remember this as being
introduced by someone as "the slow version".
Wonderful and sultry with that Inez Foxx feel to
the production, I learned later that it was not
surprising for Barbara to record an Elvis song
since when she was originally known as Bobbie
Lynn & The Idols they did play a lot of Elvis's
material including 'Jailhouse Rock'. Barbara's
professional recording career started when Huey
P. Meaux quit his barber's shop to promote
Barbara after arranging a recording session in
Cosimo's studio in the Crescent City. With Dr.
John on bass 'You Blew A Good Thing' was
among several to be leased to Jamie and
released in '62. Assuming we'll have another
Barbara Lynn sighting in the not too distant future
I'll leave to the TFTW 'soulgents' fraternity to
educate us with a comprehensive history of this
soul diva.

Neither Shaky Lee nor myself realised who Jimmy
was until we spotted his latest CD just before he
took the stage, and I already had it in my
collection! I observed 69 years old Arkansas born
Jimmy and his wife Nancy standing stage-side,
Jimmy looking very much the country contribution;
very smart, fit with his black hair swept back,
sporting a western salt’n'pepper flecked jacket,
black shirt and bolo tie. Don't let Jimmy's serious
countenance (as captured in early photos) put you
off, very approachable and charming to boot!
Jimmy cut several solo sides on Capitol, plus
recordings on Chess, Decca, Vin and 'D', in
studios such as Petty's in Clovis, J.D. Miller's in
Crowley and Cosimo's in New Orleans. Appeared
with Elvis, Hank Williams and Slim Whitman plus
numerous appearances on the Louisiana Hayride.
For a great introduction to Jimmy plus Johnny get
American Music Magazine Nr. 91 March 2002
plus Bear Family CDs15771 and 16375.

On stage Jimmy strapped on his cream Fender
Telecaster and with Deke Dickerson deputising
for Johnny, Jimmy came into his own. A wonderful
authentic hillbilly set with Jimmy and Deke
alternating on lead and Jimmy cutting superb
guitar breaks. In traditional hillbilly fashion Jimmy
was not that animated on stage, but the quality of

Having moved away from my prime front of stage
position where I swear another 20 took up
residence, the 61 years young Texas born
Barbara walked on wearing a silver figure hugging
dress. With a white left handed solid Fender slung
to her waist, thumb pick in position, the audience
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voice, timing and searing guitar licks will leave you
to do the jumpin'. A must for fans of rockin'
hillbilly. For Shaky Lee and Mark Lamarr - game,
set and match.

two gasps from the audience each enquiring
"what is he on, I'll have some of that"! Dale's
history is well known among the collectors
therefore does not require screeds of info from
me; however I have to inform our more sane
readers that young Dale's background was rooted
in Blues and R&B around Shreveport, and working
for Jewel Records would have given him great
opportunities to hear plenty of 'black magic' as it
was happening.

The numbers played that night included the below,
I show the original recorded labels, master
number and date:
1. 'Love Me' '55 (Chess 4863}, two versions on
the same label number by Jimmy & Johnny
2. 'If You Don't Somebody Else Will' '54, as Jimmy
& Johnny (Feature 1092}, also Chess 4859.
3. 'Sweet Love On My Mind' (with brother Lynn
Fautheree) '56 (Decca 30061), the Rock’n’Roll
Trio recorded it first on July 5th 1956.
4. 'I Can't Find The Doorknob' '58 as Jimmy &
Johnny, (D 100)
5. 'Raunchy', allegedly Bill Justis heard Jimmy
play this backstage at the Hayride, the rest is
history! Martyn Harvey, UK's greatest instrumental
collector would have doffed his baseball cap to
this brilliant version.
6. 'Knocking On The Front Door (Pounding On
Your Back)' '51 (Capitol 6874}
7 'Baby It's Love' '58 (as Johnny Angel) (Vin 1004}
recorded Cosimo's Studios in New Orleans, b/up
Huey Smith pno, Lee Allen tnr, Alvin Red Tyler
bar, penned Holly/Montgomery.
8. 'I'm Digging A Hole To Bury My Heart' '51, self
penned (Capitol 2153).

Back to the show. Crouching down like a wildcat,
then leaping in the air, guitar and legs going in
opposite directions, Dale continued to put back
the visuals into Rock’n’Roll. Note taking
abandoned, I joined in the raucous throng who
decided that the Ponderosa Stomp is nothing but
a helluva Rock’n’Roll party which is of course
which is what New Orleans is all about. I can
recall Ruth Brown's 'Shake A Hand' as the
opener, 'This Train Is Bound For Glory', 'Little Pig'
(Checker 892), the top side 'Tornado' 'Da DoDada' (London 8728), 'My Babe' (Checker 906)
Tarheels Slim's 'Wildcat Tamer' and 'No. 9 Train',
then the moment we all had been waiting for.

Delmar Allen Hawkins
20.45 and the buzz around the hall confirmed
Checker label's most famous blue-eyed rocker
was due to hit the stage. Louisianan Dale
Hawkins’ first and only London sighting was on
the 30th Nov 1997 at the Wood Green Tennessee
Club. TFTW USA contributor Chuck Baker was at
that gig and reminded Dale that they had last met
up in Chicago 1957! I remember being
unimpressed with the show that evening. Dale's
stage clobber had gone missing in transit; without
guitar and clutching a hand mike, he seemed to
spend a lot of time waving his arms about or with
his back to the audience chatting to the band
(Robert Gordon's mentor?). However, new
century and I was now prepared to wipe the slate
clean. Dale's still the right side of 70 (by 3 years),
and I should have been prepared for what was to
hit the stage. Obviously the Tennessee Club stage
had been too small for this 'Tornado' and perhaps
I had sensed the frustration, however this was
going to be the rockabilly's reply to Nathaniel
Mayer 'the whirlwind of soul', who devastated us
the night before.

Dale Hawkins & James Burton
Up stepped a smiling James Burton to provide the
electrifying intro to you know what. A thousand
cameras flashed as the duo recreated history with
their all so live version of 'Susie Q' (London 8482),
the man who wrote and sang it backed by the
original guitarist. Was there polite applause? Was
this Blighty? The good old southern boys gave like
they only know how, a whoopin' and a hollerin'
before Jimmy settled down to his contribution.
Before I proceed, the following are a few Dale
Hawkins review snippets from Stomp 2002 and
recent shows: "Cream of the crop at the Stomp Dale Hawkins’ performance was electrifying".
"The architect of swamp rock boogie" "The type of
wild genius it takes to create truly inspired
Rock’n’Roll" "Still sounds like a stone rockabilly,
as wild as he was when he stormed the charts
with 'Susie Q’".
James Burton

Clutching a hollow body acoustic guitar, the silk
shirted legend buttoned on the axe and with a look
as wild as his greying hair thrashed across the
stage like a demented madman. I heard at least

What goes around comes around. The original
Wood Green, London Tennessee Club hosted
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James on 1st July 1999. and again I remember
being unimpressed. No fault of Jimmy, but the
lead singer decided he (the lead) was the star of
the show and Jimmy was very much the
sidesman. All my photos depict an unsmiling
Jimmy, but I doubt if he really cared less. However
we had a very different James at the Stomp.
Wearing a red/black shirt with embroidered
guitars, gold chain hung low around his neck
Jimmy launched into the well-established
favourites.

greeted with a bottle of bourbon in one hand and a
guitar in the other! The Ponderosa was stompin', it
was only 10pm and not only did we have the
legendary 'Johnny Burnette Trio' (even if in name
only) taking up positions on stage, but another
Royal Naval Club triumph took over the drums D.J. Fontana! The original 1956 US Coral label
Trio included Johnny and Dorsey Burnette plus
the late Paul Burlison. Johnny's son Rocky
Burnette re-formed the Trio in 1977 with Paul and
they have been firm favourites on the European
rockabilly scene. However the modern Trio had
never impressed me and sadly nothing was going
to change.

Again little info is required save another Louisiana
boy (only 64), and backed up big names on the
Louisiana Hayride in the '50s. Worked with
Charles Dale's favourite rocker - Ricky Nelson on
record and TV, and with Elvis until his death in '77;
a musician's guitarist whose integrity is
acknowledged by professionals and amateurs
alike. So, already picking the strings of his gold
scrolled Fender Telecaster (obtained his first one
when 12) and Deke on vocals, we had 'Travelin'
Man' '61 (London 9347), the top side 'Hello Mary
Lou', 'Burning Love' and 'Suspicious Minds'. Still
very much a sideman, so no speeches, but Jimmy
was at least aware he was the star and enjoying
the moment.

Paul Burlison & Kim Wilson
The Trio launched into three of their great 1956
rockabillies - 'Tear It Up' (Coral 61651), then
including Kim Wilson of the Fabulous
Thunderbirds, continued with 'Oh Baby Babe'
(Coral 61675) and 'Honey Hush' (UK -Vogue
Coral 72227). Interesting set but again lacked
lustre, Paul appeared pleased to pull of the guitar
solos, just, but I have to admit preferring some of
the younger rockabilly boy bands who in my
opinion have managed to imitate the fuzzy original
Trio sound better than the above. Jeff Sarli then
took lead vocals on Ron Holden's '60 flipside
rocker 'My Babe' (UK - London 9116) and did a
credible version of 'Folsom Prison Blues'.

Leslie Johnson
I guess all eyes were too fixed on the pickin' to
notice that black scallywag Leslie 'Lazy Lester'
Johnson appear from somewhere. Lazy decided
we wanted some country but was too lazy to
actually learn the words of Merle Haggard's 'I'm A
Lonesome Fugitive'. With James still providing the
lead guitar backing and Deke & co. right on in
there, Lazy attempted to read a printed version.
Unfortunately Lazy had lost his spectacles and
relied a while on Jimmy reading the transcript for
him to sing! Wonderful and crazy, could only be
the Ponderosa Stomp. Fortunately Lazy borrowed
a pair (he's near sighted if you are ever required
to assist!) and closed with 'Swinging Doors'.
Rock’n'Roll Trio/D.J. Fontana

Jeff Sarli
Scotty Moore & Friends
Now it was getting surreal. With Elvis's original exdrummer D.J. Fontana remaining on drums,
Elvis's ex-original '54 guitarist the jovial Scotty
Moore took the stage. I am sure many of us could
not help but ponder how great it would be if to
complete the legendary trio the King himself,
could manifest - the great Jerry Lee! So, the ex-

Paul Burlison & Rocky Burnette
If at this point "Honky Tonk Joe was knocking at
the door" there is no doubt he would have been
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employee of the late Sam Phillips, the man who
last worked with Elvis '68, oblivious to his fans,
straps on his Gibson. With Rocky offering an
uninspired vocal of 'That's All Right' (Sun 209),
Scotty re-created the guitar pickin' Sun sound
perfectly; however the main man was noticeably
not happy. Next was the flipside 'Blue Moon Of
Kentucky' and the frown worsened. However all
was saved when Big Sandy took the vocals on
Burnette's 'Lonesome Train' (London flip to Honey
Hush) and 'The Train Kept A Rollin' (Coral 6179)
and Scotty chirped up considerably, probably
because they were not 'his songs'.

'53 R&B classic 'Mystery Train' (Sun 192). As a
logical follow up Lester then got country with
Hank's 'Your Cheatin' Heart.' Lester was a happy
bunny singing country music since Jay Miller of
Excello Records denied him the recording
opportunity. The thing about Lazy is that he
seems to get away with it, and for many was the
'entertainer' of Rhythm Riot. 'Hound Dog' (HMV
249) completed the Scotty Moore and Friends set.
Billy Lee Riley
It was now 11.30pm or so, my legs and feet were
aching and I pledged I would make for a chair
irrespective of who the next guest was. A mighty
roar hit the ceiling, I had walked away from the
prince of the pensioner's rockabilly scene - Billy
Lee Riley! I thought the roar might have been for
the fact that Billy had picked up a guitar (which I
am reliably informed he did in Utrecht) but
unfortunately not. Rockabillies should be
contracted to carry a guitar even if they don't play
it, hand mikes are for the Las Vegas lounges.

Scotty Moore & D J Fontana
Back in the '50s Scotty had booked the original
Burnette brothers for his Memphis club, perhaps
tonight he was reminiscing? Next classic was 'My
Baby Left Me' (UK-HMV 235) and I believe it was
the young Elvis look alike Nick Willett who spat
out the vocals and provided rhythm guitar. At this
point Scotty smiled several times. I was not that
struck with young Nick, he certainly plays the shy
southern boy but could do with a bit of fire in his
belly, mind you the girls certainly went for him in
Hemsby and possibly would have done at the
Stomp, if any were under the age of 63! (just
joking Ike).

I first saw Billy at the Royalty, New Southgate,
London, with Winkles Wilkinson, way back and
many times since. His voice still carries the
resonance of his '56/’57 Memphis Sun record
vocals, but like many original rockers we cross our
fingers that we get the full goods (which we
almost did at the Rhythm Riot show). I leave it to
the next Billy Lee reviewer to give the potted
history. From half way back the sound was great,
Deke was continually providing spot on back-ups
and 'Good Rockin' Tonite', 'Rock’n’Roll Ruby' and
'Flying Saucers Rock’n’Roll' ' hit the spot.
Unfortunately, I could not list further numbers but
there were no surprises that I/we recall. My photo
of Billy nearly being pulled off stage confirms he
put on one hell of a show and calls for encore
matched the opening roar.

Nick Willett
Bizarrely, somewhere along
the line Rock’n’Roll’s greatest
drummer, Earl Palmer, took
over the kit and backed up
Scotty on his instrumental
'Scotty's Blues' followed by
'Kansas City'. Afterwards that
black Excello scallywag, Lazy
Lester,
appeared
from
nowhere again to blow some
harp on the Little Junior Parker

Ray Sharpe
65 years young Ray from Fort Worth, Texas, has
made a couple of visits to the UK and scorch
marks remain as evidence of his blistering shows.
A powerful and dynamic performer Ray received
tremendous applause as he took the stage and
there was no anticipation we were to be
disappointed.
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A protégé of the late '50s, in the UK some of us
having heard Ray's high pitch vocals on 'Linda
Lu'/Red Sails In The Sunset' (London 8932)
assumed Ray was white. Interestingly Ray was
weaned on Country radio, and could have
preceded Charlie Daniels as the first national
black country star by a few years if he had cut a
few successful country tracks. The mind boggles
as to what might have happened if Jay Miller had
recorded a country Lazy Lester and had gone
national! I guess Ray has to be considered a 'one
hit wonder' but as a multi-talented performer he
can out rock many an established vintage rocker.
Prior to 'Linda Lu', Ray & The Blue Whalers, a
group he formed in 1956 had in 1958 already
released 'That's The Way I Feel/Oh My Baby's
Gone' for Dot but did nothing nationally, however
the Lee Hazlewood produced 'Linda Lu' and 'Red
Sails In the Sunset' in a complexity of releases on
Jamie is what Ray is best remembered for. Ray
did go on to have releases on Gregmark, Garex,
U.A., Park Avenue, Monument, Atco, LHI etc. etc.

Tony Joe had at least four singles out before
recording 'Annie/Aspen, Colorado' (Monument
1104) in 1969, and again another four on
Monument before joining Warner Bros in 1970.
Several LPs joined the recordings roster, and
various other labels had been added to the CV.
During the '70s and '80s Tony Joe toured with
Creedence Clearwater, James Taylor, and during
the '90s toured with Eric Clapton and Joe Cocker,
During this period Tina Turner recorded four of his
songs. In 1993 he signed with Remark Records
and cut two albums, and in 1999 toured Australia
and Europe, cut the 'One Hot July' album and in
2001 released his acoustic album 'The Beginning'.
So having records covered by the likes of Elvis
('Annie'), Ray Charles, Joe Cocker, Etta James,
Hank Jnr., and Waylon Jennings, plus TV jingles
for McDonalds and Levis, his 'quality assurance'
certificate was definitely BS approved!

Looking cool in a red shirt, hair tied back and
clutching his Gibson Custom, Ray quickly opened
up with his 1959 rocker ‘Silly Dilly Millie', then Paul
Gayton's 'For You My Love' '60 (Jamie 1155), Don
& Dewey's 'Justine' '60 (3-Trey 3011), Chuck's
'Johnny B. Goode', 'Monkey's Uncle' '59 (Jamie
1128), which Ray said was recorded in Cosimo's
studio, and 'Linda Lu' '59 (Jamie 1128). Those
unmistakeable Berry guitar riffs had cats’n'chicks
jiving in the hall, and 'Monkey's Uncle' where
Chuck Berry meets Sedaka's 'I Go Ape' was for
me the peak. Ray of course could do no wrong
with an itinerary of the previously mentioned
numbers and Deke's back-up just enhanced what
was the ultimate in Rock’n’Roll.

Donning a harmonica rack and playing acoustic
with just a drummer back-up, the man began to
weave a voodoo spell which entranced all but the
uninitiated. A dark husky voice, chop chop chunky
chugga guitar the rhythm was hypnotic, and even I
craned forward to catch the bayou blues lyrics. His
lengthy repertoire included 'Annie', his self-penned
'Rainy Night In Georgia' 'Roosevelt & Ira Lee’ plus
many, many more which were mostly new to me.
This was for Bernard Donovan 'the man of the
match' and for me a great 50 cents worth of blue
eyed, soul drenched, gutbucket swamp pop blues.

Tony Joe White
Tony Joe had previously appeared in a double
date at London's 'Borderline' club. I was implored
to go but tickets were sold out, Actually, apart
from 'Polk Salad Annie' (abb. 'Annie') I had no
idea of Tony Joe's heritage, therefore I really
knew not what I was missing. Pro-rata per artist
the cost of catching up with Tony Joe at the
Stomp was probably 50 cents admission so hardly
a loss if I was to be disappointed.

Jerry 'Boogie' McCain

Tony Joe, to the dismay of many, settled down in
a chair on stage, thus the view for a lot was
obscured. Attired all in black, including shades,
the man evoked a certain mysterious persona and
the vibes around me indicated something special
was about to happen. Tony Joe is still a very
young man, exactly 13 months older than me (he
was born 23 July 1943), and another home grown
La. boy out of Oak Grove. He had a couple of
bands before moving to Texas to form 'Tony's
Twilights'. Joining Monument label in the late '60s

1.30am and the hall is full, or maybe it was 2.30,
the black Excello blues king, Jerry McCain
certainly didn’t care. Wearing a black cowboy hat,
jeans and a T-shirt depicting a photo of himself,
only the late Ernie K Doe could be matched for his
cheeky arrogance. During the Scotty set the white
slap-headed Kim Wilson provided the harmonica
gymnastics, and Jerry was not going to let Kim get
away with that! Before playing a note Jerry told us
all in very convincing terms and at length that he,
Jerry, plays the r-e-a-l harmonica and we should
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ignore all the other pretenders.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Jerry was born June 19th 1930 in Gadsden
Alabama and started to play the harmonica at the
age of five, also plays drums, guitar, trumpet and
Jews harp. Played the streets and a local radio
station and later on the streets formed 'The
Upstarts' which included Chris Collins on guitar,
and either of Jerry's two brothers at various times
on drums. When Jerry got to Trumpet he
recorded his first record 10/10/53 'East Of The
Sun/Wine-O-Wine (Trumpet 217). Leaving
Trumpet Jerry joined Excello in 1955 where he
recorded 12 tracks with Chris Collins and Jerry
Sheffield amongst others. In 1960 he cut stuff for
Rex, allegedly again with Chris Collins, including
'She's Tough' and 'Steady'. Jerry later went on to
join Okeh (Columbia) and cut Hampton's 'Red
Top' with a top dollar support including Boots
Randolph and Lloyd Green.
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Booking The Big Beat Since
Johnny Burnette Was In
The Charts

So, back to the show and Jerry was taking no
prisoners. The stage was rocking and Jerry was
blowing like the proverbial demon, the overall
sound was pure Excello and again this was as
good as it gets. Taking a variety of harmonicas
from his case we were treated to all manner of
tricks. Harps up his nose as he snorted the blues,
wedged within his mouth and cupped to echo and
wail. All the favourites were there: 'My Next Door
Neighbour', 'Welfare Cadillac', 'She's Tough',
'Steady' etc. I was too far gone even to figure out
the sharp end of my pencil and along with John
Howard we rocked and rolled and howled for
more.

Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

3am we gave up, a tremendous night, rockabilly
biased but the white dominance nicely
interspersed by some occasional blues and R&B
artists. Outside fans were meetin’ ‘n' greetin', or
attempting to catch up on a few minutes sleep,
our taxi drew off managing to avoid the several
weary bodies of fans sprawled kerbside. Already
we were wondering what tomorrow, the Swamp
Pop night, and re-start of the JazzFest might
bring.
To be continued







One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com
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Dan is a welder and
rock records of the
Sun era from about
’55 to ’60 “when it
seemed to end” are
his hobby. “Dan is a
Teddy Boy” Fay said.
Dan
smiled
and
indicated
his
Edwardian coat with
velvet
collar,
explaining the Teds
are the rock fans and the Mods are for the
Beatles.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
From the Memphis press in 1967, an article (a
regular column called Good Evening) entitled
Memphis Has Special Meaning For South
Wales Visitors.
Young Dan Coffey (25) and his wife Fay have
come all the way from South Wales to seek those
little ol’ yaller Sun Records here at their source
and to walk in a city which has special meaning
for them because this is where the music came
from. “There are thousands like me over there,”
Dan explained. “My age group, when we were 15,
we liked this music and we still like it. Now you’ve
got the Beatles and all that rubbish, all that soul,
not the real primitive Rock’n’Roll, the good, bluesy
Rock’n’Roll that Sun turned out. That’s the real
Memphis sound.”

They return to their home on Tuesday hoping to
return to the land of Sun again next year. Oh,
they’ve had fun. Interesting huh? They come over
here for Sun records and our people go to
England to shoot grouse.

Dan sent a copy of the front cover of the Chuck
Berry official fan club mag, the Crazy Legs
Magazine, listing him as an honorary member
together with Gene Vincent. Illustrious company
indeed (mind you, it was a French run magazine).

“The Beatles are over the hill,” Fay said. “They
have to give things away with their LPs now to sell
them.” “And,” Dan added, “ all they did was take
what came out of Memphis and change it around
and now you’ve got all those strings and stuff.”

My health is failing me (killin’ fo’ me fixin’ to die
again) I’m really sickly. Ate the rhubarb back in
August, 12 weeks ago, (my son took off for his
holidays at his London wife’s place) it would’ve
gone to waste. I was raised dirt poor/frugal so I
ate it all over three days – about 1½ pints – it must
have taken all the mucus/lining off my stomach
tract. Man, I was in pain even at Hemsby and held
out to make Holland (failed to make Rhythm Riot).
I’d given my son stuff out of the fridge (not to
waste it) like yoghurt, apples and tomatoes – well,
he’s lazy and forgot to take it. Like a fool I ate the
yoghurt. Three weeks later it was still in me. I
didn’t know it was off; it looked okay. I think I have
stomach cancer now.

Dan and Fay named their son Jerry Lee Lewis
Coffey two years before they met Jerry Lee
because they admired him so much.
Dan and Fay got to visit Jerry Lee before he left
for an engagement in Arizona. They have been
staying with Tom Phillips, owner of Select-O-Hit
record shops and brother of Sam Phillips, Sun’s
guiding genius. They have enjoyed talking to Sam
“who is still pure in taste, talking all night about
music. He has records he has never released and
he should release them. None of the people who
worked for him have sounded as good as they did
on Sun. Sam knew how to get the best out of
them. I wish he’d start recording again”.

The first membership badge I
received on joining. Nobody
seems to know what club it
was. My name ‘Danny Coffey’
typed on the back and a small
safety pin stuck to it with
paper. I’ve been so ill/through
the wars of life since (too
many broken bottles and rubbish) that I can’t
remember myself where it came from.
Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey
Sam C Phillips with Dan in 1967.
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teacher Ricky Cool to found the Big Town
Playboys in 1984 with their music becoming
increasingly rhythm and blues influenced.
A couple of years later Steve Howarth saw them
at Manchester’s Band On The Wall and was so
impressed that he insisted I should accompany
him the next time they appeared there. Well, as
Steve predicted I was blown away and went to see
them quite a few times around the north west after
that, including great gigs backing Little Willie
Littlefield and Champion Jack Dupree.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

Upon moving to London I ventured to the 100
Club for the very first time this month in 1991
especially to see the Big Town Playboys and
followed their progress until the Millennium
dawned and the Mike Sanchez Band came into
existence. The formula remains virtually the
same, high energy good time rockin’ bluesy music
performed with panache and an obvious feeling
for the genre.

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors: John Broven/Mick Huggins







Two excellent CD releases – Blue Boy and
Women & Cadillacs plus the video Red Hot…Live!
are must haves for Sanchez fans and are highly
recommended. Also a member of Bill Wyman’s
Rhythm Kings, Mike still maintains his own full
eight piece band with the aforementioned Andy
Silvester, bassist Al Gare, drummer Mark Morgan,
Al Nicholls on tenor saxophone, Dave Priseman
(trumpet), Pete Cook (baritone sax) and the
irresistible Imelda lending her vocal talents to the
cause.



SHAKY LEE’S
FEBRUARY FARRAGO
In the letters section of the November issue Little
Brian Jessup (Brain) listed his top ten British
bands seen in 2003, numero uno being Mike
Sanchez. As he is one of my favourites too and
celebrates his fortieth birthday on 17th February
let us take a peek at the charismatic figure in the
bright red suit.

Coming across as a sort of white Amos Milburn,
Mike attacks the piano with gusto, rolls his eyes
and winks at the ladies but delivers a clear macho
vocal to appeal to a male following as well. Catch
him in concert and you will not be disappointed –
this guy has class with a capital C. The members
of his band are top notch too.

Born
Jesus
Miguel
Sanchez Bastida in the
east end of London to
Spanish parents, Jesus
and Manola, the family
moved to Worcestershire
in 1975 where Mike
received piano tuition and
attended Bewdley High
School. Developing an
interest in American roots
music of the fifties via then
current bands such as the
Stray Cats he also took up guitar in the early
eighties. Together with double bass playing school
pal Ian Jennings he formed his first band the
Rockets, a rockabilly trio.

The Mike Sanchez Band is set to appear at Ealing
Town Hall on Saturday 20th March and at the 100
Club on the following Saturday (27th). I intend
going to the latter so don’t be square and I’ll see
you there.
You lucky people, you get an extra disc in the
Record Mirror Top 20 from 16/2/57:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

After meeting multi-instrumentalist Andy Silvester
(best known as former bass player with Chicken
Shack) Mike and Ian recruited both him on lead
guitar and their harmonica blowing woodwork
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Garden Of Eden – Frankie Vaughan (Philips)
Young Love – Tab Hunter (London)
Singing The Blues – Guy Mitchell (Philips)
Don’t You Rock Me Daddy-O – Lonnie Donegan
(Nixa)
True Love – Bing Crosby & Grace Kelly (Capitol)
Friendly Persuasion – Pat Boone (London)
Blueberry Hill - Fats Domino (London)
Don’t Forbid Me – Pat Boone (London)
St Theresa Of The Roses – Malcolm Vaughan
(HMV)

10.
11.
12.
13
14
15=
15=
17
18
19
20=
20=

Don’t Knock The Rock – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
Young Love – Sonny James (Capitol)
Singing The Blues – Tommy Steele (Decca)
Don’t You Rock Me Daddy-O – The Vipers
(Parlophone)
Rock A Bye Your Baby – Jerry Lewis
(Brunswick)
Long Tall Sally – Little Richard (London)
You Don’t Owe Me A Thing – Johnny Ray
(Philips)
Cindy, Oh Cindy – Eddie Fisher (HMV)
Rock The Joint – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
Garden Of Eden – Gary Miller (Nixa)
Hound Dog – Elvis Presley (HMV)
Adoration Waltz – David Whitfield (Decca)

under the title of From Memphis To The Mile End.
(I can just picture a young Presley standing by
those green and white striped walls in the station
waiting for a mystery train!) 7.45pm start. Tickets
price £12.
Treat Me Nice Wilkinson

NEW YEAR MEET UP
In the absence of Big Chief Woody who was
otherwise engaged in a romantic(?) tête-à-tête at
a secret location, I ambled along to the
Shakespeare after calling into HMV to find Tony
‘Crystal Palace Blues’ already ensconced therein.

Now here is something that Mr Angry could get his
teeth into, the Grand at Clapham has opened
under new management as a cabaret and pole
dancing club! The former theatre and music hall
hosted a number of cracking concerts that I
attended in the nineties including Jerry Lee Lewis,
Bo Diddley, Kris Kristofferson and the terrific
Louisiana Saturday Night.
This is a Grade11 listed building which J D
Wetherspoon were denied permission to buy and
convert into a pub. So how come Wandsworth
Borough Council have agreed to this latest
project?

We were soon joined by ‘Aussie’ Alan Lloyd
followed by fellow Woodies Nick ‘Peter Pan’
Cobban, Brian ‘The Rocker’ Jessup, Dave ‘Jazz
Junction’ Carroll, John ‘Soulboy’ Joliffe, ‘Angry’
John Howard, ‘Teddy Boy’ Papard and Tony ‘ The
Penguin’ Wilkinson.
My modest purchases (Jack Scott, Mike Sanchez
and Howlin’ Wolf) were dwarfed by Tony W’s
stash of newly acquired goodies, who in turn was
about to be outdone when Brian ‘Hardrock’ Bunter
staggered in under the weight of a huge volume of
shiny discs which should keep him busy writing
reviews for months to come.

The 16th Burnley International Blues Festival will
run from Friday 9th to Sunday 11th April and
features Jody Williams, Little Freddie King, Lou
Pride, Big Bill Morganfield, Jim Suhler & Monkey
Beat, Memo Gonzalez & the Bluescasters,
Roscoe Chenier + others. A festival brochure will
be available towards the end of February
(telephone 01282-664400 to order your free
copy).

Leaving Tony ‘CPB’ cradling his fifth pint of
Squirrel’s Delight the remainder departed for a
feed. Settling upon the Hasan Raja in nearby
Southampton Row, Tony Papard considered the
menu to be too spicy for his conservative(!) tastes
and left us other nine recycled teenagers to our
own devices.

Meanwhile I am contemplating catching the return
of Jerry Lee in Blackpool at the end of this month,
as there doesn’t seem to be a southern date on
the agenda. Our esteemed editor and ‘Teddy Boy’
Papard have tickets for the third row, and I think
Martyn Harvey and Ken Major are going to the
Newcastle show on Thursday 26th February. The
Killer rocks on, but for how much longer? Could
this be our last chance to witness the greatest live
show on earth? I certainly hope not. Keep on
rockin’ Jerry.

Topics of discussion ranged from mint juleps,
Nick purchasing a property in Canada, Rock’n’Roll
on Australian radio and TV in the late fifties and
Sgt Bilko to James Hunter’s superb solo showing
at Brain and Soulboy’s birthday bash. Football
was barely mentioned in the presence of Mr
Angry, (or the artist formerly known as John as he
is now referred to in his new capacity at work).
In the usual sober(?) manner, glasses were raised
to the recently departed - Alan Bates, Bob
Monkhouse and a few not so well known but no
less deserving names from the world of
entertainment.

Opening towards the end of this month at
Plymouth Theatre Royal is the latest musical to
follow in the formidable footsteps of Buddy.
Jailhouse Rock, based on the film of the same
name moves to the Palace, Manchester for two
weeks from 9th March (are you paying attention
Gordon?) before transferring to London’s
Piccadilly Theatre for a six month run.

After a satisfying meal Bunter stumbled off to
Greek Street clutching his bags of CDs to see
Manuela and her band. The rest of us made our
merry way to Holborn tube station and thence to
our respective places of abode to sleep off the
effects of curry, alcohol and conversational
Rock’n’Roll.
Shaky Lee W

Our friends the Houserockers will be backing the
Elvis-styled Danny Fisher at Fairfield Halls,
Croydon on Friday 20th February in a show going
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Johnny and Shuggie Otis –Willie and
the Hand Jive
Going for a Song Records GFS 577

Presenting The Great Blues Singers
Various Artists on Signature Label

This is a good rockin CD; most tracks feature
more of Shuggie than Johnny but that doesn’t
detract for me. Only thirteen tracks but for £2.99
you can’t really complain. Good remakes of
‘Country Girl’ and ‘Willie and the Hand Jive’. If
you’re easily offended, ‘Signifying Monkey’ won’t
appeal, but I think most TFTW readers are not in
that category. My favourites are ‘Jaws’ and ‘Barrel
House Blues’; two great rockin instrumentals.
‘Stagger Lee’ and ‘Don’t Start Me To Talking’. I
would say the tracks date from 1968 or that sort of
time as some tracks have that sort of James
Brown feel to them.

This is an interesting compilation I picked up just
before Christmas, twenty-three tracks for £2.99
from The Works Bookshop. The earliest tracks
are from 1929 and the latest from 1951.
We start off with two Country Blues tracks from
Texas Alexander, ‘Work Ox Blues’ and ‘Rising
Sun’, which feature Lonnie Johnson and Eddie
Lang and then four tracks from Josh White (who
was on TV extensively in the Fifties and Sixties
and of course popularised ‘House Of The Rising
Sun’).

I bought this at The Works Bookshop at the same
time I purchased Presenting the Great Blues
Singers.

‘Careless Love’ is first up and has been recorded
by a number of people, ‘I’m Gonna Move To The
Outskirts Of Town’ follows it and this is a great
version; of course in the Rhythm’n’blues world one
of the most famous versions is by The Dominoes
with a terrific vocal by Jackie Wilson and of
course Rod Stewart did it on the back of his first
single.

Track Listing
Country Girl, Willie And The Hand Jive, Signifying
Monkey, Fanny Mae, Baby I Got News For You,
Jaws, Good To The Last Drop, Barrel House
Blues, Stagger Lee, Don’t Start Me To Talking,
Bad Luck Shadow, Please Don’t Leave Me,
Harlem Nocturne
Darren Vidler

‘Hard Time Blues’ features Jack Fallon on bass,
later to work with Johnny Duncan in the Blugrass
Boys. ‘Strange Fruit’ is given a great treatment by
Josh but Billie Holiday’s version is still the one at
the top of the tree. Leadbelly takes us through
four numbers which were highly influential in the
late Fifties skiffle craze; ‘Good Morning Blues’,
‘Rock Island Line’, ’Goodnight Irene’, and ‘On A
Christmas Day’; there’s nothing else to say here
that’s not already been said.









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Below is a photograph of Nick 'Peter Pan' Cobban
gazing with affection at the countenance of
Charles 'Speak Up Boy' Dale. We invited the
illustrious readership to submit their appropriate
captions.

It’s time for the ladies next with Lena Horne doing
‘Stormy Weather’ and Lee Wiley with ‘A Woman
Alone With The Blues’. Jimmy Rushing does the
terrific ‘Jimmy’s Blues’ and ‘Don’t Cry Baby’.
There’s nothing else to say about the next two
artists; first off all the most famous blues singer of
all time, Bessie Smith with ‘Nobody Knows You
When You’re Down And Out’, ‘I’m Wild About
That Thing’ and ‘Gimme A Pigfoot’ which three of
the most important jazz artists of all time Jack
Teagarden, Chu Berry and Benny Goodman.

From the pen of the illustrious Doctor Dale we
received the following;

Billie Holiday follows with a live version of ‘I Love
My Man’, and then we get ‘Am I Blue’, ‘Gloomy
Sunday’ and ‘Me, Myself And I’. Maxine Sullivan
finishes the set off with ‘My Blue Heaven’ and a
wonderful ‘Kentucky Babe’. Great selection and
for this price you’d be mad not to snap it up.

Doctor Dale turns up his aristocratic nostrils
to Nick Cobban’s offer of a treaty in 2004.
Bloodbath Bush and Dr Dale’s troops, led by
Brigadier Bunberg and Admiral (Already
Pissed) Carson, will be invading Docklands
with the approval of Tony Blair who will waste
another £8 billion on this exercise.

Darren Vidler
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The good doctor also provided these;

Before this, he was a body-builder, a professional
high-diver, amateur wrestler and, for a short time,
a lifeguard. He is also a talented artist, as the
drawings and paintings in this book demonstrate.
In the early ‘50s he served his National Service in
the Irish Guards and was posted to the Tower of
London as a mess orderly to the Tower guard.
While in London he had
one of the first Teddy Boy
suits made and there is a
great vintage photo of him
wearing this, standing
outside
his
Liverpool
terraced home in 1954.

A rare shot from behind of the Hunchback of
Penge, discussing ways of hiding his affliction
with the craftsmanship of Colin Taub.

As he says in the preface,
“Looking back, it seems
that everyone was a hard
case,
not
just
the
gangsters and the villains
and some club owners, but the customers and the
police too”.
Liverpool was too tough even for the Krays. The
author relates how some of their mob came to
Merseyside to consider extending their territory
but were told in no uncertain terms that outsiders
were not welcome. The next day they were
escorted to Lime Street station and put on the
train to London!

Imposing Ed catches sight of himself in the
mirror and is unable to restrain a grin of
approval.
Gotta be a winner, hands down methinks.







Roy Adams does not skate over the many
extremely violent and dangerous incidents in
which he was involved nor some of the terrifying
psychopaths he had to deal with.



BOOK REVIEW (2)

However, he has many amusing and interesting
stories to tell of the music scene – the night he
refused admission to ALL the Beatles (at the
Basement Club, because they were not members)
or the stage appearance of P.J.Proby during
which the power failed. Proby carried on singing
in complete darkness and with no amplification!
Then there was the unfortunate incident at the
Kraal Club in New Brighton when the great Jackie
Wilson began his act by leaping high into the air
and hit his head on the very low ceiling. The
author wonders if this could have contributed to
the stroke which sadly terminated Jackie’s career
years later.

by Neil Foster
HARD NIGHTS - My Life in Liverpool Clubland
by Roy Adams
Published by Cavernman Publications, 1-2 The
Promenade, Ainsdale, Southport PR8 2QB
2003 Web site: www.cavernman.com
244 pages Illustrated £14.95
In the late ‘50s/early ‘60s, I used to go every
weekend to a Liverpool city centre dancehall
called “The Harlequin”. There were, of course,
bouncers on the door, one of whom (literally)
stood out from the rest, not just because of his
size and impressive physique, but also because
he was exceptionally polite and quietly-spoken.

I found the book enthralling and made even more
so by the many good photos and other material
which enhance the text, including a truly incredible
extract from a 1973 piece in the Liverpool Echo,
headed, “Will There Be a New Mersey Sound?”
The journalist who wrote this piece mentioned a
name which, he said, might accomplish this feat.
Who was it? Keith Chegwin!!

40 years later, I now know his name! Roy Adams
was that doorman and this is his story, a
fascinating account of his career as a Liverpool
bouncer and club owner (including the most
famous club of all, the Cavern, from 1969-73 and
later, the New Cavern, from 1973 to 1976.)

THE END
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SOUL KITCHEN

only the tea lady is missing. So if you have a
passion for details, are a Curtis Mayfield addict, or
soul anorak, you should find this reference work
absolutely captivating.

“Required reading” - John Broven.
Allo everybody, this month’s kitchen scraps are
served up in royal approved Tupperware
containers, which the Queen has been heard to
say, 'keeps your soul fresh Soulboy'.

I don't know how Mayfield found time to fit in all
his projects. As he was more or less single
handily developing the Chicago soul music scene
during the early sixties, but still remained the
individual creative genius that he was. A
fascinating journey of a soul giant. Essential
reading, but maybe a bit heavy on facts for the
casual reader, but not me.
RATING (out of 5) 4 2/3 Bookmarks

SOUL READ
CURTIS
MAYFIELD...
PEOPLE NEVER GIVE UP...
PETER BURNS
It's amazing to think that this is
the
first
book,
to
my
knowledge, in which the
complete Curtis Mayfield story
has been put to print, which is
inexplicable really. But the wait
has certainly been rewarded,
as this must be the definitive biography on the
gentle giant's life and career, if to a certain extent
not the man, the person, as the personal side of
his life gets a back pedal, so you may argue with
the biography claim. Having said that, this is a
dense, but engrossing book.


LIVE REPORT
ORIGINAL
PHILLY
SOUL
LEGENDS Jazz Café 6 January
2004
Once again the sky gathering
over Camden was ablaze with
soul drizzle, as the Philly
package rolled into town, sadly minus Bunny, any
sightings in Blackpool? Tonight's menu consisted
of three legends from the city of brotherly love,
Philadelphia International records.

Apart from his story, there is a complete
breakdown of everything he has ever recorded,
analysing each groove, also comprising his
compositions, the tracks he produced, the artists
he was involved with, the films, the record labels,
chart positions and his major influence on soul
music that emanates from Chicago. It's simply
packed with information with each paragraph
exploding with absorbing reality detail.

First to the bandstand was Dexter Wansel who
seated himself at the piano and along with the
support band, Gerry Gillespie on keyboards/sax,
Tony Jones on bass and Eric Valentine on drums,
opened proceedings with a jazzy funky piece with
Wansel pasting the ivories with some tasty runs.

What shines through is Peter Burns’ thorough
knowledge, research and passion of his subject,
illuminating Mayfield’s life through his music.
Every
Mayfield
recording
session
is
chronologically surveyed, whether solo or with the
Impressions, in such an inspirational passionate
way, that even the album sleeves get analysed. I
had to put the book down many times, or made a
mental note, finding myself scrabbling about for
those long forgotten singles and musty album
tracks, to re-live specific references made by
Burns, where he states particular recordings as
lesser known Mayfield gems, agreeing with him
every time, and re-appreciating the talent that
Mayfield was.

Enter golden tonsils Nathan Heathman,
accompanied by an unusually sombre draped
Jean Carne (she has occasionally in the past
resembled a pantomime dame) to a rapturous
reception. Ms Carne back in the Café last year,
let's say was a bit disappointing, as she surprised
us by ripping through her supper club rations. I
remember an impatient wait for her to settle into
the material one expects from her. But tonight she
wasn't messing as she threw in her ace card for
her first number 'Don't Let It Go To Your Head';
the crowd as expected responded enthusiastically,
singing the chorus, under the conductorship of
Carne. This whetted our appetite, the Philly show
was up and running, setting the boisterous
nostalgia that ran through the whole evening.

Pages 273 to 319 are a mini book within the book
with Biographies on key Mayfield acquaintances,
that do not get an in depth coverage within the
main text, plus some of the author's historical
contacts, which are just as interesting. A notable
omission though is Gene Chandler. Pages 320 to
375 contain the fullest sessionography and
discography you're ever likely to find on any artist,

Wansels 'I'm In Love, Once Again' followed with
Carne's gorgeous powerful vocal instrument
swooping and soaring high and low around the
delicate words, and her fingers. The spotlight
moved back to Wansel for a spaced funk groove,
'Voyager', themed around the keyboards, but
allowing all support band members their chance to
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shine with captivating solos. Heathman took over
and aired his breathtaking vocals on a relaxed
reworking of 'Nights Over Egypt'. Re-enter Carne
duetting with Heathman on the Wansel's
composition for Patti Labelle 'If You Only Knew', a
sensitive reading, enraptured by each other’s
vocal powers, the pair both seemed intoxicated
and stimulated as they fed from each other. A
brilliant musical moment.

long 'Let Em In', "a song from the pen of one of
the world's greatest songwriters" Oh, please Mr
Paul! We thus enjoyed four (including Heathman)
contrasting performers, but it wasn't difficult for
Jean Carne to be the absolute centre of our
attention. Leaving the Caféto the sounds of the
O'Jays ' I Love Music' I thought, oh yeah you can
say that again, and they did. An exceptionally
wonderful evening all round. A great start to 2004.

'My Love Don't Come Easy' followed, then
Heathman moved to the piano for another solo
spot, wrapping his well oiled tonsils around Luther
Vandross's 'Never Too Much'. Carne bounced
back to the stage with her upbeat 'Free Love' and
the smasheroo 'If You Wanna Go Back' which had
the Caféswaying and singing along. Following,
delivered impeccably, was 'Stronger Love', with
marvellous back up vocals again from Heathman.
Then a run through of Carne classics, like a
stirring version of Al Johnson's 'Trust Me',
followed by my favourite, a goose pimply
'Valentine Love' with Heathman doing his Michael
Henderson imitation perfectly; he actually did
sound like him, especially when moving up and
down the scales ooooooohh and ooooohhing. An
upbeat 'Sweet and Wonderful', finally finishing her
set with Jerry Butler's composition 'Was That All It
Was' riding the melody all the way up the Cafe's
ladder to the balcony.

BOBBY FREEMAN
Bobby Freeman's entry in
last
months
soul/R&B
released
in
the
UK,
prompted me to look back
over his career. Digging out
the few worn forty-fives,
battered albums, no sign of
the Duck though, I guess
that had flown away over
the years. I thought Freeman's multi-faceted
firebrand mix of black Rock’n’Roll, R&B, and soul
was certainly worth investigating.
Bobby Freeman was born on June 13 1940 in San
Francisco, California, where he was educated at
Pacific Heights Grammar, Roosevelt Junior High
and Mission High schools. He began his singing
career at the age of fourteen, 1954, joining forces
with Alvin Thomas, Woodroe Black, James
Shelbourne and Tyrone French in a local group
called the Romancers, Freeman played piano with
the group, along with a classy stage presence,
including versatile dance routines, the group
received local recognition, standing out over other
aspiring vocal groups from their neighbourhood
trying to make their mark on the Bay area college
circuit.
Signing to Walter 'Dootsie' Williams West Coast's
Dootone label in 1955, the Romancers made their
recording entrance with a typical west coast DooWop ballad 'I Still Remember', b/w a hardy jump
tune featuring Alvin Thomas's Lymon-esque high
tenor lead with 'House Cat. A second Dootone
release in 1956, featured Thomas leading on the
doowopish up-tempo 'Jump And Hop' b/w a
sensual ballad 'This Is Good-bye'. A final release
by the group appeared on Bay-Tone records 'You
Don't Understand' b/w? As with the previous two
releases the record only sold locally, but their live
appearances were gaining memento. Freeman
had emerged as the group’s star member, as he
wanted to stretch out and front his own group, so
his involvement with the Romancers terminated.

Billy Paul and Jean Carne courtesy Dave Thomas

Billy Paul is not a great singer, rough edged, but
that hardly matters, as the be-hatted one makes
up for this with his stage presence, putting a lot of
effort into his act, with plenty of energy. He
ploughed into his Philly oldies, 'Only The Strong
Survive' with some great interplay with the band.
'Let's Make A Baby'. "I'm not about to be laid to
rest, I'll always try to do my best" was the intro to
the slow moving 'Going East'. 'Bring The Family
Back' was followed by the reappearance of Carne
for a duet, on a tune they recorded together 'Good
Thing Goin’ On'. 'Me And Mrs Jones' quite rightly
brought the house down, Paul struggled to attain
the high notes, but what the hell, he was giving it
his all, showing an enormous amount of
character.
The whole company assembled for a final sing a

He subsequently formed (around 1957) another
group called the Vocaleers. Now his own man,
writing his own material, with his high tenor
vocals, dance routines, along with an electrifying
stage act, work was easy to find around his home
town area. Towards the end of 1957 Jubilee
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Record executive Mortimer Palitz caught a
Freeman performance at a high school variety
show. He was so impressed by the teenager, he
signed him to a recording contract with Josie, a
subsidiary of Jubilee. Debuting early in 1958 with
a double sided slab of Rock’n‘Roll, the self
penned, 'Do You Wanna Dance' b/w 'Big Fat
Woman' basically standard shouters, with
relatively
sparse
accompaniments
and
arrangements, over a calypso rhythm, but still
managing to stir up a frantic sound. 'Do You
Wanna Dance', much revived
in later years by, notably the
Beach Boys, Sir Cliff, through
to the Ramones and Surf
Punks, caught the mood of
the times, but just missed out
on the top spot in the R&B,
and climbing to number five in
the national pop charts in the summer of 1958,
enjoying a chart life of over four months.

Understand Me', finds Freeman once again
charting, reaching 37 pop. Further King recordings
from 1961 were not released until much later,
remaining in Sid Nathan's vaults (due maybe
initially to legal action by Josie?) until Freeman
began scoring more chart hits in the mid sixties.
He moved back to the West Coast after the
halcyon days of the New York Josie sessions and
next appeared on the Los Angeles based Autumn
label in mid 1964. Sylvester Stewart (Sly Stone)
was working the bars and clubs with various
groups around San Francisco's North Beach
enclave, and also as a radio disc jockey. Stewart
joined Autumn Records in 1964 as a songwriter
and producer, securing a contract for Freeman,
who was now back performing around his old
territory, and moving into the soul era. Stewart
wrote and produced his first Autumn release, an
attempted cash in on the surfing craze 'Let's Surf
Again'; it sunk, but was immediately followed up
with the smash hit, 'C'mon And Swim', an
infectious rave up, combining every lyrical cliché
of the time. Vocal finesse was cast aside as
Freeman rasped commands on this dance craze
novelty. Once again Freeman was back in the
public eye and the top five, both R&B and pop
charts. This record was to become very popular
on the Northern soul scene in 1968.

His follow up, 'Betty Lou Got A New Pair Of
Shoes' trod a similar breathless rocking path, b/w
'Starlight', made it into the pop charts in
September 1958, peaking at 37. Freeman's high
tenor voice was perhaps lost on his previous
vigorous workouts, but for his third Josie single, a
self penned melodic, ponderous beat ballad,
'Need Your Love' found his clear distinctive vocals
way out front. Backed with a galloping rocker
'Shame On You Miss Johnson', the forty five
closed out the year pop 54 R&B 29.

Meanwhile back at King the vault door had been
opened, who promptly released three forty-fives in
quick succession to cash in. 'Fever' was an
adequate, beaty revival of Willie John's classic
coupled with a smouldering yet beautiful version
of Donnie Elbert's wailer 'What Can I Do'. The
other two singles were 'Shimmy' formatted
rockers, although 'Come To Me' was a vibrant
ballad of vintage style. Back at Autumn Records
Stewart repeated the 'Swim' formula on 'S-W-I-M',
'I'll Never Fall In Love Again' and Jackie Lee's
'The Duck', failed to chart, though a couple of flips
showed perhaps the development of early Sly and
The Family Stone, with double time drumming,
stomping hectic intricate brass arrangements on
'Friends' and 'Devil Cross My Heart', early fusion
of Jazz and Soul!

He graduated from high school in February 1959,
so he must have had an amazing last year at
school. 1959 kicked off less successfully when the
touching ballad 'A Love To Last A Lifetime'/'When
Your Smiling' failed to succeed. The next release,
another young lady, 'Mary Ann Thomas' (following
Betty Lou and Miss Johnson) just scraped into the
pop 100. His distinctive vocal suffering from the
encumbrance of a syrupy girlie backup on a
sparky beater, while the rocking flip 'Love Me'
lacked distinction. Following Josie releases saw
him caught with uninspired commercial offerings,
marred by over production and more vigorous
female backup. Although both the acceptable
treatment of the standard 'Ebb Tide (The Sea)'
1959 and the beefy 'Mess Around' 1961 crept into
the Pop 100.

As Freeman faded, Stewart turned his attention
elsewhere. Autumn soon folded, leaving
Freeman's contract to float into the hands of
Warner's Loma subsidiary for a couple of single
releases, 1966 and 1967, including a Jerry
Ragavoy produced double sided, a brisk beater 'I
Got A Good Thing' b/w 'Lies'. From Loma
Freeman moved onto Double Shot records,
between 1968 and 1970, his four dismal releases
including 'Four Piece Funky Nitty Gritty Junky
Band' and 'Put Another Dime In The Parking
Meter', the titles speak for themselves, notably
unmemorable. His charting days well and truly
over. Freeman seems to have slipped into

The Josie years ended in 1961, although there
were some cash in releases later, in much the
same musical way as they had begun, with 'She
Said She Wants To Dance', being a straight
reworked answer to his debut Josie hit, using the
same band track. Simultaneously in 1961 with the
later Josie releases came Freeman's first outing
on King Records, '(I Do The) Shimmy', a driving
12-bar rocker with dance lyrics from the pen of Bill
Massey, b/w a vibrantly sung ballad 'You Don't
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Atlantic 4067 ????
Little Jerry Williams
Baby You're My Everything/Just
What Do You Plan To Do About It
Cameo 100

subsequent obscurity, though an early seventies
Avco release, the weird, 'I'M Shaft (You Ain't
Shaft)' by one R. B. Freeman is reputed to be our
man yet again.
His final fresh release seems to be from 1973 on
Touch Records, a couple of good dancers that
found favour with the foot tapping Northern, and
Disco folk, 'Midnight Snack'/''Everything's Love'.
During his doldrums in the seventies, he fell back
on a long term residences at the Condor Club,
San Francisco. His popularity remained around
the Bay area, continuing to draw sell out shows.
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
February 1966, was a bit thin on the ground, but
what did escape featured some juicy monsters,
just look at this listing, and you have to agree.

Shirley Ellis
Graham Bond Org.
The C.O.D's
489
Bo Diddley

Otis Rush
Mary Wells
Soulboy’s top five for this month would be, crikey,
all of these Feb's should be in your soul basket,
but Otis Rush's round waxy thing is a definitive
classic in my eyes, Wilson Pickett, Doris Troy,
Mary Wells, and Slim Harpo.
Worst TV musical experience over Christmas and
New Year. Well the hay bag award must go to
Lulu for her abysmal atrocious attempt at
Womack and Womack's 'Teardrop's, on Jools
Holland's Hootenanny. No CD of the month this
time around, as the one I bought for the spot was
crap. Certainly not up to Soulboy's high standard.
As you must know by now, I only bring to your
attention the very best releases. I did pick up a
tasty Ral Donner 2 CD set in the sales. The trials
of teenage love. Sad news just in is that Al 'TNT'
Braggs has passed on. Full obituary next month.

Barbara Lewis
St. James Infirmary/Soul Tango
Columbia 7838
Michael/Cry No More
Stateside

500% More Man/Stop My Monkey
Chess 8026
Shirley Ellis
Ever See A Diver Kiss His Wife
etc/Stardust
London 10021
Slim Harpo
Baby Scratch My Back/I'm Gonna
Miss You
Stateside 491
Deon Jackson
Love Makes The World Go
Round/You Said You Loved Me Atlantic 4070
Jimmy James & The Vagabonds
I Feel Alright/I Wanna
Be Your Everything
Piccadilly 35298
Barbara Lewis
Don't Forget About Me/It's Magic
Atlantic 4068
Tami Lynn
I'm Gonna Run Away From You/Boy
Next Door
Atlantic 4071
Martha & The Vandellas My Baby Loves Me/Never Leave
Your Baby's Side
T Motown 549
The Miracles
Going To A Go-Go/Choosey Begger

I never gave the answer to the quiz from a few
issues back. What do Billy Paul and the Sex
Pistols have in common? Well they both had
records banned by the Independent Broadcasting
Authority and BBC. Pistols 'God Save The Queen'
1977 and Billy Paul 'Let's Make A Baby' in 1976.
Paul said at the time "I think I'm a victim of
circumstances as far as the record being banned
is concerned. Whoever banned it could only have
taken notice of the title of the song, the lyrics are
very sensitive. My next album will feature a track,
'Nude And Next To Nature', which is about a man
and woman who are in love and go to a forest by
themselves and go on their trip. Now what's wrong
with that?" Oh please Mr Paul a forest! No one
entered the comp, so I keep the prize.
Anyway must run along, tatty bye.....

T Motown 547
Let's Move & Groove/Understanding
Pye 25353
Wilson Pickett
634-5789/That's A Man's Way
Atlantic 4072
Otis Rush
Homework/I Have To Laugh
Vocalion 9260
Nina Simone
You Can Have Him/Return Home
Colpix 200
Billy Stewart
Because I Love You/Mountain Of
Love
Chess 8028
The Supremes
My World Is Empty Without
You/Everything Is Good About You
T Motown
548
Doris Troy
Anything He Wants Me To Do/Just
Like That
Cameo 101
Jnr Walker & The All Stars
Cleo's Mood/Baby You Know
That Ain't Right
T Motown 550
Mary Wells
Dear Lover/ Can't You See
Johnny Nash

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Letters to the Editor

SNOUTS TO THE TROUGH
(Come 'n' get it!)

Cinema Queen Anne advertised a program of
Rock'n'Roll last Sunday featuring ‘Oh Boy!’ and
culminating in a 45 minute special featuring Gene
Vincent and Jerry Lee Lewis in vintage
performances.

PLEB PAPARD'S TOP 10
FAVOURITE FOODS
1.

Rare roast beef/steak (blood dripping down
the chin)
2. Steak and kidney pies/puddings (thick
gravy/jelly dripping down the Papard family's
dress. Oh, they are a lot of mucky eaters!)
3. Well-cooked veg and canned spinach (if it's
good enough for Popeye!)
4. Vegetable or tomato juice (Dracula
syndrome, see also No.1)
5. Chinese ('They Try To Sell Us Egg FooYong') and Italian ('All Over Italy It's
Spaghetti and Cannelloni’)
6. Plain English cooking (keep your muck and
squalor sauces off our grub!)
7. Runny, creamy scrambled eggs and very
lightly done bacon (not cremated!)
8. Cheesecake (edible variety, otherwise
beefcake more my style)
9. Caviar (how did that become a Pleb's food
favourite? The glorious Soviet workers
thrived on it, so Uncle Joe Stalin told me.)
10. All washed down with a lovely bottle of
Asda's perry (89 pence a bottle!)

When I arrived at the venue 15 minutes late I was
told I was 2½ hours too early and was palmed off
with clips of Jack Payne introducing Alma Cogan,
Freddie Mills and Pete Murray trying to sing, Spike
Milligan advertising a Jelly-o-Meter and a load of
modern groups I’d never heard of with names like
The Beatles, The Move, The Yardbirds etc.
When the main feature finally came on it cut off
after just nine minutes so I didn’t even get to see
Mr Lewis. I have it on good authority that Kerrie
McCarver pulled the plug on her former husband’s
appearance and want an assurance that she will
not pull a similar trick in Blackpool next month. I’m
not travelling all that way just to see Raymond
Blondell in tight leather imitating a Scottish version
of Elvis.
Tormented Tony Papard
Dear Keith,
I enjoyed the feature in TFTW 36 about Bobby
Sheen. I had the privilege of driving Sheen and
Randy Jones (both now sadly deceased) down to
Hemsby in October 1995 when they appeared as
Penguins along with Dexter Tisby. They were very
good company and full of interesting stories about
the vocal groups of the Fifties and Sixties.

PLEB PAPARD'S TOP 10 FOOD
HATES
1.

Current fashion for half raw veg (I'm not a
b****y rabbit!)
2. Overdone beef (if I wanted to eat an old
leather boot I'd order one.)
3. Most root veg (except for spuds, onions and
beetroot. Carrots, swedes, parsnips, turnips
can rot in the ground. The only Swedes I like
are tall and blond!)
4. Stewed apples all over my roast pork (muck
and squalor sauce).
5. Stewed cucumbers (courgettes/zuccinis) or
marrows.
6. Hot sauces to disguise gone-off meat (muck
and squalor sauces like curry and chilli.)
7. Corde en bleu cooking (keep your sweet fruit
off my savoury meat!)
8. Any dry wine (it tastes bleedin' 'orrible! I'm
sweet, and that's how I like my
wine/perry/champagne.)
9. Posh pies or tarts (known as kweesh I
believe. All pastry and no b****y meat or
gravy)
10. Nuts (I've been surrounded by them all my
life, friends and family mostly.)

I wonder whether Soulboy or any of your readers
ran across Bobby Sheen when he and Randy
toured the UK in July 1984 as Coasters? They
were backed by Johnny and the Roccos and
played several shows including the Mean Fiddler,
Harlesden (11th) and Hucknall, Notts (14th).
I am researching the second volume of “American
Rock'n'Roll – The UK Tours” and would like to
hear from anybody who has information about this
tour; in particular dates, venues, etc. I am also
wondering whether the third Coaster was Billy
Richards Jnr or (less likely) Bobby Nunn or (even
less likely) Grady Chapman.
Somebody out there must have seen these
Coasters in 1984 so any information would be
gratefully received.
Keep rockin’
Ian Wallis
(Contact the mag with any information and we’ll
ensure it gets passed on to Ian)

On the subject of grub, here's a little verse my
lover used to sing to me. He made it up based on
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the fact his family scrimped and scraped for basic
food up in Glasgow, whilst down in London we
dined on roast beef every week. BUT he had a TV
in the days of The Grove Family and we never
had one till the very late 1950s. Tune is the theme
from The Addams Family:

appeared to be a dance-jazz crowd. The Creator
Has A Master Plan, written with singer Leon
Thomas, was one such number and received a
knowing applause of recognition from the first few
bars.

Pat Martino at Ronnie Scott’s –
8 January 2004

THE PAPARD FAMILY by George Miller
They're stinky and they're smelly
They can't afford a telly
They only feed their belly
The Papard family.

Support for my first trip to Ronnie’s in 2004 was
Sheena Davis, a singer with a growing reputation,
who was formerly with NYJO. Appearing with her
were Frank Harrison on piano, her husband
Robert Richtenberg on bass and current
Blockhead Dylan Howe on drums.

So nice to remember romantic love songs such as
this that we shared.
Tony ‘Pleb’ Papard







Not a tall person, she sang with one hand tightly
gripping the mic stand as if holding on to someone
she had met in the street who wanted to get away.
Gradually she would slip lower and lower until she
eventually reached her haunches to allow a piano
solo to intrude. Her voice was sinewy and she
paid close attention to lyrics. Amongst a varied
choice of songs were Sentimental Journey (Doris
Day’s first hit), Cheek To Cheek and Funny That I
Still Love You (made famous by Ray Charles).



JAZZ JUNCTION
Pharaoh Sanders at the Jazz Café –
1 December 2003

One of jazz’s feel-good stories is that of guitarist
Pat Martino. He earned his reputation as a young
man in the organ trio format and played with the
likes of Charles Earland, Jimmy Smith, Jack
McDuff and Richard ‘Groove’ Holmes. Later in
the sixties he started leading his own groups and
his endless enthusiasm led him to explore avantgarde, rock and world music to add to his hard
bop style.

‘I hate Christmas’ I told a nurse on Christmas Day.
She repeated it back at me without changing the
professional smile on her face but clearly
indicating that I was not worthy of her loving care.
Actually I don’t hate Christmas. I just don’t enjoy
it. And it’s not only the family arguments that I
can’t stand. It’s that ‘bad’ things always seem to
happen at Christmas.
This year it was a leaky tap followed, by a leaky
stopcock, followed by a touch of flu, which
prevented me from jogging, which I couldn’t have
done anyway because of a strained
calf muscle. Also I lost my notes to
the gig I am about to report on. Plus
ça change.

In the seventies he began to suffer excruciating
headaches, the cause of which was eventually
diagnosed as aneurysms. When he
awoke from surgery on his brain, he
could remember almost nothing,
least of all how to play the guitar. It
took several years of practice and
listening to his old recordings until he
was able to resume his jazz career in
1987.

After graduating from High School,
Pharaoh Sanders played R&B and
avant-garde jazz (not as strange
bedfellows as you might think). He became part
of the New Thing in the ‘60s, garnering critical
acclaim for his appearances as a sideman with
John Coltrane.
Later he explored African
rhythms, and experimented with jazz funk and
also bop.

This was his first visit to Ronnie Scott’s but there
were no compromises as his quintet tore into the
music. Guitar and saxophone (Michael Pedicin)
started in unison but guitar was clearly the master,
punching out notes and producing seamless runs
of bop inventiveness.
There was a strong
influence of John Coltrane over the music as
exemplified by the relentless drive of the rhythm
section - Frank Locrasto (piano), Jeffrey Pedraz
(bass) and Scott Robinson (drums). Impressions
(the John Coltrane tune) and Dozen Down (from
his latest CD Think Tank) were just two of the
numbers to stun an eager audience.

The performance at the Jazz Café started with a
free feeling introduction from piano, bass and
drums, which Pharaoh enjoined with a solo of
such force that you felt that paint would peel from
the venue’s walls. His playing throughout was
powerful and the hypnotic modal vamping of the
rhythm section an obvious delight to what
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REGGAE
IRREGULAR

who had the UK’s first sound system in 1955,
treated us all to some fine Jamaican R&B from
the decks. Then the fabulous Prince Buster made
a short speech in tribute to Laurel Aitken before
the Pressure Tenants (another of Laurel’s backing
bands) took over with Caravan.

Tribute to Laurel Aitken at the Rayners
– 3 January 2004

The last singer to turn out was Natty Burrell from
the Top Cats before Steve Harris returned for
Sally Brown and Gaz Mayall joined them to go out
with Caldonia. Probably the best attended gig at
the Rayners had been a mammoth night of good
music, good vibes and (praise be!) real horns.
Dave Carroll

My first gig of the year was to begin with the
‘Godfather of Ska’ but as the sad news came in of
Laurel Aitken’s bad health (double pneumonia),
the promoters, Club Ska, made it a tribute night.
However, in spite of the cause of the change,
there was a real party atmosphere with many of
Laurel’s music colleagues giving up their time in
his honour.









There were three British bands providing the
backing and I arrived just in time to catch the end
of the set by Intensified and a nice version of
Queen Majesty. Then the stage was taken over
by No 1 Station who had recently supported
Laurel on a tour of Germany. The band’s own
vocalist provided a lilting version of the Drifter’s
Save the Last Dance but was more striking on the
S&M theme tune The Whip.
The first of the guests, Steve Harris of Freetown
(who have also backed Laurel), covered Rudy Got
Married. Then Mikey Brooks, producer of hits by
The Heptones and the Mighty Diamonds and no
mean singer himself, contributed the most soulful
vocals of the evening. He was followed by more
quality with Winston Francis who reprised Ten
Times Sweeter from his October appearance at
the same venue.

www.tftw.freeuk.com









RHYTHM STICKS
turns 10 in 2004!
South Bank Centre
17 - 25 July 2004

Dave Barker of Dave and Ansel Collins fame
rolled back the years with the magnificent Double
Barrel. Then he moved to the side of the stage to
provide backing vocals along with AJ Franklin,
producer and vocalist (formerly of the Chosen
Few and also backing singer for the Eurhythmics).
They were also joined on stage by Keith Fox
(guitarist from The Ruts) to support Dennis
Alcapone. Although he got three songs (one
more than the others), a lack of rehearsal made
him a bit unsure and the toaster was not as sharp
as usual.

Rhythm Sticks, the South Bank Centre's annual
percussion festival has become a valuable fixture
in London's events calendar. It's one of the world's
biggest festivals of this kind and is celebrating its
10th anniversary in 2004.
The line-up for 2004 will include tabla master
Zakir Hussein in a rare solo event (Sun 18 July,
QEH)
with
performance
and
lecture
demonstration and Grand Master Daihachi
Oguchi, the founder of modern taiko performance,
with his group Osuwa Daiko and UK based
Kagemusha Taiko (19 July, QEH). Grand Master
Oguchi has himself performed in many different
countries, but never before in Britain. Kagemusha
Taiko are a leading force for the development of
taiko in the UK.

Gaz Mayall, eldest son of John Mayall and famous
for Gaz’s Rockin’ Blues at Gossips in Dean Street,
got one number. So did deejay U Brown who was
born Huford Brown and first achieved notoriety
due to his ability to imitate his hero U Roy.
Whereas Dennis Alcapone had been tentative, U
Brown strode confidently on to the stage for some
deeply felt vocalising.

Rhythm Sticks 2004 runs from Sat 17 July to Sun
25 July with performances in all three concert
halls, e.g. Royal Festival Hall, Queen Elizabeth

After the band left the stage, Duke Vin, the man
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Hall and the Purcell Room and it will be packed
with lots of FREE events in the foyers and
outdoors. There will also be workshops for all age
groups. Performances will include a wide range of
the world's leading drummers and percussionists
from various backgrounds, featuring many
different styles such as world, folk, jazz, rock,
contemporary, club and classical music.
Courtesy Jukeblues







Ocean, Hackney
Thursday 12th February (£17.50)
In Aid of ‘Peace Not War’
Alabama 3, Goldblade, Crass and more
Shepherds Bush Empire
Friday 13th February (£15)
Courtney Pine’s Devotion
Brixton Academy
Friday 13th February (£15)
Lamb



100 Club
Friday 13th February (£10)
Groundhogs

The Buzz

Camden Centre
Saturday 14th February (£18)
Waterson Carthy

Welcome to The Buzz, the
'Tales From The Woods' round
up of gigs where you really need
to show your face.

Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sunday 15th February (£15)
Julien Lourau Quartet

Hammersmith Apollo
Sunday 1st February (£27.50)
Joan Baez + Josh Ritter

Wembley Arena
Monday/Tuesday 16th/17th February (£40/£50)
Shania Twain

Hammersmith Apollo
Monday 2nd February (£27.50)
The Doobie Brothers

100 Club
Tuesday 17th February (£8)
Josh Ritter

Barfly, Camden Town
Monday – Wednesday 2nd – 4th February
(£10.50)
The Fall

Jazz Café, Camden Town
Tuesday to Friday 17th to 20th February (£22.50)
George Duke

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Thursday 5th February (£13)
My Morning Jacket - JuniorSenior - Ima Robot

Brixton Academy
Thursday 19th February (£14)
Elbow

Brixton Academy
Friday 6th February (£17.60)
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
The Cooper Temple Clause

Electric Ballroom
Thursday 19th February (£15)
The Vines, The Duke, Spirit
Barbican
Thursday 19th February (£30)
Randy Newman

Union Chapel
Saturday 7th February (£14)
Nobukazu Takemura

Shepherds Bush Empire
Friday 20th February (£25)
Peter Frampton

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
Saturday/Sunday 7th/8th February (£20)
The Whirling Dervishes Of Turkey

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
Friday/Saturday/Sunday 20/21/22 February
Tuesday/Thursday/Friday 24/26/27 February
(£30 to £60)
Brian Wilson

ICA
Monday 9th February (£15)
John Squire
Brixton Academy
Tuesday 10th February (£19)
Ryan Adams

Shepherds Bush Empire
Saturday 21st February (£22.50)
Jethro Tull

Purcell Room
Tuesday 10th February (£15)
Sarah Jane Morris

Camden Palace
Sunday 22nd February (£15)
Fish

Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
Thursday 12th February (£12)
Chip Taylor – Carrie Rodriguez
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Brixton Academy
Sunday 22nd February (£13.50)
Lost Prophets
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sunday 22nd February (£15)
Brian Auger and the Trinity
Queen Elizabeth Hall
Monday 23rd February (£15)
Tomasz Stanko Quartet
Pontins Holiday Centre, Camber Sands
Friday to Sunday 5th to 7th March (£Various)

Cabot Hall, Canary Wharf
Tuesday 24th February (£13.50)
Glen Tilbrook Band

Rockabilly Rave

Borderline
Thursday 26th February (£12)
Aynsley Lister Band

Sonny Burgess - Jack Earls Jimmy Lee Fautheree
Planet Rockers - Deke Dickerson
Ramblin' James - Smokestack Lightnin'
Charlie Thompson and many more

100 Club
Friday 27th February (£12)
Geno Washington and the Ram Jam Band
plus DJ Mark Lamarr

For further details
Tel/Fax: +44(0)1737 370533
E-Mail: JerryChatabox@aol.com

Blackpool Opera House
Saturday 28th February (£15/£25)

Royal Festival Hall
Saturday 6th March (£22.50/£25)
Tangerine Dream

JERRY LEE LEWIS

Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sunday/Monday 7th/8th March (£17.50)
Tania Maria
Shepherds Bush Empire
Monday 8th March (£23.50)
Steve Winwood
Shepherds Bush Empire
Tuesday/Wednesday 9th/10th March (£18.50)
Jamie Cullam

www.blackpoollive.com to book
Hammersmith Apollo
Saturday 28th February (£26)
David Lee Roth

Queen Elizabeth Hall
Wednesday 10th March (£17.50/£20)
Scotty Moore

Underworld, Camden Town
Saturday 28th February (£10)
3rd London International Ska Festival
King Django - Pama International
Chris Murray - The Riffs

Shepherds Bush Empire
Friday 12th March (£21.50)
The Stranglers
Shepherds Bush Empire
Saturday 13th March (£22.50)
Steve Hackett

Forum, Kentish Town
Monday 1st March (£20)
Love with Arthur Lee

Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
Tuesday 16th March (£20)
Janis Ian

Brixton Academy
Monday/Tuesday 1st/2nd March (£18.50)
Placebo

Shepherds Bush Empire
Wednesday 17th March (£22.75)
Shane McGowan and the Popes

Shepherds Bush Empire
Friday 5th March (£17)
Gary Numan

Wembley Arena
Thursday 18th March (£35/£45)
Diana Ross

Brixton Academy
Friday/Saturday 5th/6th March (£14)
The Libertines
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UCL Bloomsbury
Friday to Sunday 9th to 11th April (£25)

King and Queen, Foley Street
th

Friday 19 March (£0)

'Tales From The Woods'
promotions presents
the Tony Papard, Alan Lloyd
Dave Woodland Birthday Party

with Terry Lee
Ray Davies

+ free buffet

Ocean, Hackney
Friday 16th April (£15)
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry

Brixton Academy
Saturday 20th March (£22.50)
Kraftwerk

Shepherds Bush Empire
Tuesday 27th April (£14)
George Thorogood and the Destroyers

Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sunday to Wednesday 21st to 24th March (£20)
Jimmy Smith

Barbican
Friday 30th April (£20/£35)
Sonny Rollins

Shepherds Bush Empire
Tuesday 23rd March (£17.50)
Lambchop

Hi folks, how you doing out there in 'Tales From
The Woods' land? Hold on a minute whilst I catch
my breath… just ran all the way from Page 3…
oh, that’s better. Best wishes go out this month to
long-time contributor/subscriber Nick Cobban who
has moved from trend-setting Isle of Dogs to the
more homely rustic surrounds of Bounds Green.
Also on the move, according to an e-mail I
received from the United States, is producer/
broadcaster/ musician/ writer Stuart Colman who
has recently moved house. Stuart’s new address
is safe at TFTW headquarters so, if any of you
who now Stuart well from the old days would like
to drop him a line, contact us via the usual
channels.

Vauxhall Holiday Park, Great Yarmouth
th
th
Friday to Sunday 26 to 28 March (from £65)

Come the 17th February, Dave of Bromley, Kent
will be celebrating his big “Six O”. I asked him if
he would like to share the reaching of this
milestone by throwing a shindig at the King and
Queen or by joining up with Alan Lloyd, Tony
Papard and young Dave Woodland in March and,
basically, his reply is not suitable for a clean-living
family magazine. I definitely get the impression
that Dave feels reaching 60 is nothing to
celebrate.

Shake, Rattle and Roll Weekender
Dave Edmunds’ Band – Freddie Bell The Stargazers – Lucas and the Dynamos
plus many more
Hammersmith Apollo
Sunday/Monday 28th/29th March (£23.50)
Travis
Barbican
Monday 29th March (£13.50/£17.50)
Billy Bragg

A speedy recovery to the man who has now
clocked up many a mile through Jazz Junctions,
Dave Carroll who, at the time of writing, is nursing
an injured leg. Gossip and speculation aside, we
here at the editorial board have no idea how this
mishap occurred; we simply say hope to see you
standing on both legs again soon.

Royal Albert Hall
Monday 29th March (£TBA)
Pete Townshend and Roger Daltrey
Royal Albert Hall
Various dates from April 3rd to 24th (£15/£45)
Cliff Richard
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restrained from excitedly shouting “Crackerjack!”
at the sight of Eamonn Andrews hitting the big
screen in full, glorious black and white. Mike
Preston sang an instantly forgettable bland ballad,
Helen Shapiro popped up in ‘Blue Peter’ (or was it
‘Pops And Lenny’?) both recorded in 1962. The
former schoolgirl from Hackney treated us to a
tune that I again forgot as soon as I heard it. Good
to see Lenny the Lion again though.

A GENTLE REMINDER

Independent filmmaker and 'Tales From The
Woods' subscriber Mike Dicks mentioned in his
Christmas card to yours truly that marketing
manager Ken Majors and I should meet up with
him early in the New Year to discuss the film
project.

‘Ready, Steady, Go’ was up next, this particular
example dating from October 4th 1963. We got
The Beatles (naturally); what next I wondered,
after all there were some great ‘Ready Steady’s.
Hang on a minute! Helen Shapiro again. Surely by
1963 she was well past her sell by date as far as
hit records were concerned, yet here she was,
miming to another completely innocuous bit of
nonsense, to three of the Beatles as they stood
like statues on the studio floor. Ringo chuckled,
George smiled sheepishly, while John wore an
expression of embarrassment. Paul McCartney
somehow managed to avoid making a spectacle
of himself by being missing from the line up.

Yes folks, the dream of creating “Tales From The
Woods: The Movie” is making its first hesitant
steps towards becoming a reality. The basic
concept is the roots music as seen and
experienced through the eyes of the fans; a
unique idea simply because it has never been
done before. Many of you within the world of
TFTW have been on the roots music scene well in
excess of forty years. We need to get all these
memories captured for posterity while we can;
also promoters, musicians, everyone who has a
story to tell.

That was about it. No Stones. No Who. This was
weird but, believe me folks, it was going to get a
whole lot weirder before the evening was out. The
god-awful mime show ‘Thank Your Lucky Stars’
followed; preserved for posterity was the last show
screened by ABC Television on June 26th 1966.
Amazingly this show managed to survive for over
five years. Jim Dale compered, introducing
various nonentities who had previously presented
during its life span, finishing off with segments
from the BBC’s ‘The Beat Room’ and ‘Whole
Scene Going’ from 1964 and 1966 respectively.

So we really need your help with as much input as
possible, not just from the U.K. but Europe as
well, the United States, Australia, New Zealand;
anywhere that our music has been performed,
collected and listened to, anywhere in the world.
There is a great deal of work to do; sponsorship
will no doubt have to be discussed.
So if you want to participate along with your ideas
don’t hesitate to contact 'Tales From The Woods'
via phone, fax, letter, e-mail, carrier pigeon etc.
Help to make this project a reality. Yes folks 2004
could be the year that will change our lives.

By now times were a changing. Introduced by DJs
who knew and understood the music they were
presenting on the screen, clips from The Kinks,
The Yardbirds featuring Jeff Beck, who has
changed alarmingly little in appearance over the
past nearly forty years, frontman the late Keith
Ralph looking eerily like I remember him from the
glory days of the legendary Cooks Ferry Inn,
Edmonton. Later they squatted cross legged on
the floor like obedient schoolboys at the feet of
Ravi Shankar whilst the maestro of the sitar
performed a piece for his young admirers and
finally The Move performing a couple of numbers,
one of which sounded remarkably like a Jacques
Brel product.

On Sunday 11th January the editorial board met
up with Waxo Wilkinson, Shaky Lee Wilkinson,
Hardrock Bunter and Tony Papard in the bar of
the National Film Theatre to attend a screening of
a couple of documentaries; ‘Pop On The Box –
The ‘60s’ and ‘Early Days’, the latter subtitled ‘TV
Rock'n'Roll, A Chronology’. So it is hardly
surprising that we expected far more than we
actually got.

After a quick coffee it was time to take our seats
for the Fifties. From May 11th 1955 comes a very
formally attired veteran bandleader from a bygone
age, Jack Payne introducing Alma Cogan singing
one of those novelty ditties that, by all accounts,
were forced upon her during her short life.

The Sixties kicked off with a sequence of
‘Crackerjack’. Waxo had to be physically
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the smarmy David Jacobs introducing the panel
which included his friend and fellow golf opponent
Pete Murray, laughably described by Jacobs as
actor and DJ. Oh yeah? So what plays and films
were you in then Pete? Other panellists were the
star of many a light operetta Carmen McRae, who
obviously felt both intellectually and emotionally
superior to virtually everyone else on the planet,
author Nancy Spain and ‘Man From Interpol’ actor
Richard Wyler. Three records were played for the
jury to dissect, two of which have since become
legends of Rock'n'Roll; Roy Orbison and Lloyd
Price. Naturally the jury hated them including Pete
Murray who felt obliged in such grown up
company to bite the hand that feeds him.
As a child I saw one complete ‘Six Five Special’.
This particular example came from August 31st
1957 and ran for 25 minutes. Believe me folks, it
seemed like two hours and twenty-five minutes.
Were these shows really that bad? Don Laing
blew his trombone like he sang, tuneless,
colourless and void of soul whilst his band fought
a losing battle to keep up with him. former British
middleweight champion Freddie Mills bounced
around like a brain damaged rabbit on acid in a
drape jacket three sizes too small, while compere
and talentless charlatan Pete Murray patronised
as only he could.
The recently departed clown of the surreal, Spike
Milligan (obituary TFTW issue 16), performed a
sketch about a Jelly-o-meter, I kid you not, which
seemed to go on forever. It is common knowledge
that Spike could, amongst many other things, be a
dreadful snob; I personally feel that once offered
the guest spot on what was obviously seen at the
time as a new age youth show he was determined
to be as infantile as possible. In this he certainly
succeeded.

‘Oh Boy’, the ground breaking ABC Television
show, this one dating from May 30th 1959. Marty
Wilde impressed acting out a workout on ‘All
American Boy’, duetted with Cliff Richard on ‘Early
In The Morning’, the young Cliff fighting to be
heard besides the much bigger man whilst his
own solo workout on ‘Turn Me Loose’ was
hysterically amusing, reminding one of a drunken
karaoke impersonation of a young Elvis.
A few years back the sanctimonious one was
being interviewed on BBC Radio Two and in a
rare outburst of honesty, reflecting upon his very
early days, asking his father what he thought of
his television appearances on ‘Oh Boy’ to which
the knight to be’s father replied, “It was okay son
but you have not got a real voice like your friend
Marty Wilde, have you?” Well I think his dad got it
about right! Still, who am I to say? Cliff Richard
has had a highly successful career spanning
some 46 years so ten million blue rinse Christian
fundamentalist matrons can’t be wrong.

‘Cool For Cats’ next, hosted by Kent Walton, later
to find televisual fame as a wrestling commentator
(my mum loved him – H). “This is the type of song
that’s packing them into theatres throughout the
country,” he said as way of introduction to a tune
by song and dance man Tommy Steele. ‘I Puts
The Lightie On’, released on Decca F11041 in
1958, the B-side of ‘The Only Man On The Island’
(thank you to our esteemed marketing manager
Ken Major for providing us with the details).
How can you describe this piece of junk; sort of
like a ‘50s version of ‘Bob The Builder’,
accompanied by speeded up animation which
helped only to accentuate the complete naffness
of it all. This hit our screens in August 1958. Fastforward two years to 1960. Just when you think to
yourself, fidgeting in your seat in a darkened
cinema, part out of boredom and part
embarrassment, that it can’t get any worse… it
does.
‘Juke Box Jury’ (October 19th 1960) chaired by

Cuddly Dudley hit the screen for a moment then
vanished just like his career. The rocker from
Croydon, the long lost Dickie Pride gave indication
of what might have been on Little Richard’s
‘Slippin’ And Slidin’ had someone at the time had
a clue.
Finally the reason most of us were there, the nine
minute segment of ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’
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On’, first broadcast by Granada television on
September 30th 1964 featuring Jerry Lee Lewis
and Gene Vincent along with The Animals. Jerry
Lee and the lads from Newcastle were cut out of
this piece; what we had though, was the legend
that is Gene Vincent, the black leather rebel
looking in sturdy build but his ashen grey features
a clear indication he was only to spend another
seven years with us. In fine voice though on ‘Be
Bop A Lula’ and ‘You Are My Sunshine’ despite
rudimentary power-pop backing from The Shouts.
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'Tales From The Woods' subscriber George
Brown of Margate, Kent informs us that he has a
number of 78 rpm records for sale at around £1
each. For the full list and further details you can
contact George weekdays only, between 19:00
and 22:00 on 01843 294791.

CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Pix – Paul Harris
Ponderosa Stomp – Ken Major
February Farrago – Lee Wilkinson

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available, in annual form
only, at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

Rockin’ Ramblings – Dan’l O’Coffey
Vidler’s Views – Darren Vidler
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Food Lists – Tony Papard
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Mr Angry – John Howard
Website – FatBellyPeat
All the hard work – ‘H’









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

February Gang Meet Up
will be at
The Salisbury,
St Martins Lane W1
on Friday 20th February from 18:30 onwards
departing for a meal between 19:45 and 20:30
hours. Hope to see as many of you as possible.

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

Have a great month folks and see you in March.

Keith Woods

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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